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ABSTRACT 
This research identifies common family farm characteristics, outlines the various 
elements of succession planning, and describes the motivations and objectives surrounding the 
composition of a succession plan. Business, retirement, and estate planning elements were 
integrated to develop a succession planning tool for use in transitioning labor, management, and 
ownership of a grain farm operation from one generation to the next. Illinois Farm Business 
Farm Management data from 2003 to 2009 provided a profile of a typical farm likely to require a 
succession plan. Three farm succession scenarios were entered into the tool to illustrate the 
complex and individual nature of succession planning while showing how the same instruments 
are often used in various ways to achieve unique goals.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 The structure of farming in the United States has changed significantly over the last 
several decades. The scale necessary for success in farming has required a large portion of 
farmer wealth to be invested in the expansion of the farm. As many farmers near or pass 
retirement age, farm succession becomes an increasingly important concern. Many family farms 
are worth millions of dollars and are highly illiquid. Also affecting the transition planning 
process is longer expected life span. As the outgoing generation is expected to live longer, they 
must plan accordingly for a lengthier retirement. Sustainability of family farms in regions where 
agriculture provides a significant contribution to the economy highlights the importance of 
successful family farm transitions.  
Rising average age of farmers, lack of farmers to continue in agriculture, and availability 
of farm assets, such as land, are frequently mentioned in discussions about the future of family 
farms. These realizations, along with the increasing structural complexity and value of family 
farm assets, have led to greater interest in succession planning. Succession planning refers to the 
transfer of farm ownership and responsibility between generations. Several universities and 
private organizations have developed projects specializing in providing information on transition 
planning to family farms and businesses. 
Several concerns beyond that of merely continuing the family business also exist. As tax 
laws continue to change, business and estate plans will likely need to be altered to reflect what is 
best for the family and farm. If farmer and successor will be farming together, questions arise 
regarding the division of income and the timeline for transitioning ownership and management 
decisions to the younger generation. There are the possibilities of one or more heirs being 
interested in continuing the family business as well as one or more heirs not being interested in 
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joining the business. Parents usually want to treat their children fairly while encouraging them to 
pursue whatever vocation they prefer.  This gives rise to the “fair versus equal” problem 
regarding transition and estate planning.  
Whether active and inactive heirs should receive equal shares in a business is a question 
that can lead to complications for the business after the older generation’s death. Heirs active in 
the family business may resent inheriting an equal amount as inactive heirs due to the “sweat 
equity” they put into the business previously and most likely lack the capital to buyout other 
heirs. Inactive heirs may not wish to hold equity in a business in which any returns they would 
receive are likely to go back into the business but are unable to sell their share to the active 
sibling. These factors as well as others can lead to conflict and confusion regarding creating a 
comprehensive family transition plan, and instead result in avoidance of the topic. However, if 
these family farms are to survive for multiple generations a succession plan needs to be 
implemented that encompasses such things as business goals, continuity, transition plans, 
retirement planning, and estate planning. There has been research regarding several things that 
affect succession planning, such as farmer retirement plans and family conflict resulting from 
succession, but there is a lack of information pertaining to the whole succession process. 
1.1 Specific Problem 
 Succession for the purposes of this research is considered to be the process by which the 
labor, management, and ownership of a farm is transferred from one generation to the next as the 
older generation phases out of the business. It requires open discussion and communication to 
guide the transfer of management and labor as well as estate and retirement planning to 
effectively facilitate changes in ownership to meet the objectives of all parties involved.  The 
process of transitioning the family farm is highly dependent on the goals of the parties involved. 
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However, organization and planning is needed to further the process and the basic objectives 
remain the same for many transitioning farms. There are many styles and approaches to the 
succession planning process, but there does not appear to be a comprehensive template for a 
basic succession plan.  
Current farm operator demographics increase the importance of developing a relevant 
organization for planning the transition of an agribusiness. The average age of U.S. farm 
operators increased from 55.3 in 2002 to 57.1 in 2007 (USDA-NASS, 2009.). Mishra et al. 
(2005) have found that over one-fourth of all farmers and about half of all agricultural landlords 
are age 65 or older. According to 2007 data, 28% of principal operators on U.S. farms are at least 
65 years old (Hoppe et al., 2010). The 65 and older age group controls over one-third of all farm 
assets and are staying in farming longer than previous generations (Mishra et al., 2005).   
1.2 Objectives 
The purpose of this research is to identify common characteristics of family farms; 
establish the components essential to a succession plan; and develop a succession planning 
framework to allow farmers to meet common goals and objectives. The succession planning tool 
developed is meant to be a framework for transitioning a family agribusiness from one 
generation to the next. While recognizing the diverse set of interests and objectives that motivate 
the transition process for each individual, the tool is meant to be based on common criteria and 
objectives as identified by the literature and available data. Illinois Farm Business Farm 
Management (FBFM) data provide a profile of prevalent Illinois farm attributes which can be 
combined with common farm characteristics and transition goals identified in the literature to 
develop a succession planning framework.  
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 The tool developed is meant to incorporate transition, retirement, and estate planning 
elements based on identified common farm factors. The framework and succession guidelines 
developed are intended to articulate what is needed for a comprehensive succession plan and 
provide possible courses of action along with subsequent consequences of those actions. The 
succession tool addresses succession planning from the perspective of the current operator and is 
meant to assist the succession planning process by providing information necessary for 
knowledgeable decision making. Overall, the material developed through this research is 
intended to be used in an advisory capacity for those assisting farmers in creating a succession 
plan.  
1.3 Overview 
 The following chapter provides a summary of literature relevant to family farm 
succession planning. Information is divided into sections describing succession planning; 
business continuity, goals, and principles; business planning; financial motivations; retirement 
planning; estate planning; and the role of professionals.  
 Chapter three describes FBFM data used to provide a profile of the prototypical farm 
likely to need succession planning. Chapter three also reviews frequent attributes of farms 
involved in succession planning as discussed in the literature. Descriptions of frequent 
succession objectives, succession planning problems, and transition options are also included to 
further establish common succession planning guidelines for the prototypical case.  
 Chapter four explains the development of the succession planning framework. 
Descriptions are divided into sections based on corresponding tabs in the Microsoft Excel tool 
developed in this research. Information contained in the general information, financial 
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information, business planning, retirement planning, estate planning, transition planning, and 
reports tabs are described as well as the reasons for their inclusion. 
 Chapter five provides a description of the results when the information for three 
prototypic cases is entered into the succession planning tool. A discussion of the results as 
applied to each farm case in also included. 
 Chapter six includes a summary of the research as well as conclusions derived from the 
results of entering information into the succession tool. Also discussed are limitations of the 
succession framework and suggestions for future research on this subject matter. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Literature relevant to family agribusiness succession planning includes business, estate, 
and retirement planning, as well as financial motivations, effects on family relationships, and 
priorities placed on business continuity, goals, and principles. Business planning as it applies to 
the succession planning process clarifies the current position of the business and any trends that 
are occurring to identify areas of strength and weakness so the business can grow. Estate and 
retirement planning demonstrate the need for the plan to reflect interests beyond the scope of 
merely transferring property from one person to another. Although each family represents unique 
relationships and priorities, literature regarding family relations provides insight into underlying 
conflicts and motivations driving many transition decisions. Tax implications from transition, 
retirement, and estate planning decisions are a practical consideration that must be addressed. 
Much of the literature associated with succession planning addresses problems that arise from a 
sociological point of view. However, reports describing the current status of family farms and 
their level of succession planning demonstrate the need for more information. The following 
sections provide a summary of work that has been published on the various aspects of transition 
planning. Many of the components of succession planning are integrated so there will be 
overlapping interests throughout the sections. 
2.1 Succession Planning 
Pesquin et al. (1999) stated that the family farm sector relies heavily on intergenerational 
succession. Laband and Lentz (1983) found that occupational inheritance is particularly strong 
among farmers as compared to other groups. Farmers are nearly five times more likely to have 
followed in their fathers’ footsteps than nonfarm proprietors (Laband & Lentz, 1983). There are 
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many reasons succession is more frequent in farming relative to other occupations. Kotlikoff and 
Spivak (1981) found that intrafamily succession enables extended family to enjoy the benefits of 
intergenerational risk-sharing. Pesquin et al. (1999) note such advantages as “smooth” transition, 
reduction in transfer cost, benefits from the comparative advantages farm children have in 
running the business they are familiar with, and lower transfer taxes associated with farm 
succession. Tweeten and Zulauf (1994) found that intrafamily farm succession allows entering 
farmers to overcome borrowing constraints, at least in commercial farms.   
Mishra et al. (2003) identified owner’s age, owner’s educational attainment, off-farm 
work, farm size, net worth, and successor’s ability to farm successfully as factors that have a 
large effect on the transfer of farm businesses. A study of farms in Iowa found that operator age, 
gross sales, and farm size were significant in determining whether a farmer would identify a 
successor (Duffy, 2009). Farms with gross sales greater than $250,000 were approximately 10% 
more likely to have identified a successor and the likelihood of having a successor increased 
greatly for farms 1,000 acres or larger compared to smaller farms (Duffy, 2009). Mishra et al. 
(2003) also found that commercial farms, those farms with a gross value of production greater 
than $250,000, were more likely to have a succession plan than smaller operations. Farms in 
certain regional locations were also identified as being more likely to have a succession plan. 
Farms in the Heartland, Northern Crescent, Southern Seaboard, and Eastern Upland accounted 
for 54% of farm households planning to retire (Mishra et al., 2003). Farmers indicating plans to 
retire were largely grain farmers, particularly corn, wheat, and soybeans (Mishra et al., 2003). 
Succession planning was found to be more common in farm households with net worth greater 
than $1 million as of 2001 (Mishra et al., 2003).  
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 Succession is sometimes described as occurring in phases over the course of three to six 
years or longer (Bowman-Upton, 2009). Stages of succession are identified in different ways by 
different authors. Jones (2005) suggests four stages of succession consisting of testing the 
successor’s commitment to the business, commitment as the successor begins contributing 
property and management to the business, establishment when the younger generation has the 
skills required to run the business but the older generation is still fully involved, and withdrawal 
when the older generation withdrawals from the business. Keating and Munro (1989) identified 
three central areas where farmers phase out of the business and bring in their successor. Business 
management, farm labor, and ownership of physical assets were determined to be the main 
elements determining exit phase from the farm (Keating & Munro, 1989). Keating and Munro 
(1989) found that the order in which farmers exited the business from first to last was through 
reducing their involvement in work, livestock holdings, production, marketing and financial 
decisions, and land and equipment. Furthermore, those who reported an expectation for the farm 
to remain in the family were significantly more likely to have decreased their involvement than 
those who did not expect the farm to continue to the next generation (Keating & Munro, 1989). 
Studies by Potter and Lobley (1992) confirm this observation. Duffy (2009) found that transfer 
of livestock management was the most common farm task transferred while deciding when to 
pay bills, identifying financial sources, negotiating loans, and keeping farm records were the 
most common tasks retained by the older generation. Branan (2009) states the second generation 
should generally be included in management decisions no later than their sixth year of farming to 
show commitment to move forward. 
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2.2 Effects on Family Relationships 
 Much of the literature focuses on reasons for conflicts and lack of success in succession. 
Common reasons include inconsistency of goals between generations, lack of planning, 
reluctance to discuss certain topics such as finances, unwillingness of the older generation to 
release control, and issues regarding fairness and equality (Jones, 2005). Barclay et al. attributed 
the complexity of farm transfers to the conflicting objectives associated with maintaining a 
viable farm business for subsequent generations, fair and equal treatment of family members, 
and the retirement provisions of the current operator (as cited in Duffy, 2009). Pitts et al. (2009) 
noted slim profit margins and complex property tax issues as reasons for succession difficulty.  
Succession planning is regarded as critical in ensuring that family farms are successful in 
transferring from one generation to the next. However, families often put off planning for a 
variety of reasons, thereby endangering the continuity of their family farm. Keating and Munro 
(1989), as well as Jones (2005), posited that older generations may be reluctant to retire and fully 
transition the business to the next generation because their identity and self-worth are closely tied 
to the farm. Taylor and Norris (2000) noted that conflict over transferring the family farm may 
occur between siblings due to occupational implications for the next generation, the need for 
beneficiaries to keep the estate intact in order to maintain profitability, and because there may be 
strong emotional ties to the land. The authors concluded that professionals who advise farm 
families should focus on facilitating open family discussions to reach a consensus on fairness 
rather than focusing on equal or equitable divisions (Taylor & Norris, 2000). Pitts et al. (2009) 
found that stressors to the succession process for farm families included relinquishing versus 
retaining control, being fair versus doing what is right, profit versus affordability, explicit versus 
implicit communication, and progress versus continuity.  
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2.3 Business Continuity, Goals, and Principles 
Approximately 90% of all U.S. businesses are family owned or controlled (Bowman-
Upton, 2009). Of family owned businesses, less than one-third transition to the second 
generation and only half transition from the second to third generation (Jones, 2005; Bowman-
Upton, 2009). Approximately 5% make it from the third generation to the fourth generation 
(Jones, 2005). Around 40% of U.S. businesses are dealing with the issue of ownership transfer at 
any given time (Bowman-Upton, 2009).  Family farms account for 98% of U.S. farms and 82% 
of production according to 2007 data (Hoppe et al., 2010). Eighty-eight percent of family farms 
are considered small (sales less than $250,000) but these farms represent 64% of farm assets 
including 63% of land owned by farms (Hoppe et al., 2010). Large-scale family farms are 
responsible for approximately 66% of U.S. production and account for approximately 29% of 
farm assets (Hoppe & Banker, 2010). Brake reported that only one-fifth of family farms survive 
the transfer to the second generation (as cited in Pitts et al., 2009). In contrast, the Farm Legacy 
Project reports that 80% of family agribusinesses wish to continue the business into the next 
generation (Finck, 2010). Possible reasons for the lack of success in transferring businesses 
between generations include lack of planning, communication, and reluctance to release control 
(Jones, 2005).   
Jones (2005) recommends evaluating the strengths, weaknesses, and financial position of 
the business, developing a shared vision, objectives, and goals with all stakeholders, and making 
a plan to move the business forward through transition. Jones (2005) identifies management, 
ownership, and family as the three overlapping systems at work in a family business. The 
management system deals with day to day business decisions regarding production, marketing, 
and financing, while the ownership system concerns returns to investors and fairness and equity 
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in the treatment of ownership stakeholders or potential stakeholders, and the family system 
maintains family unity and relationships (Jones, 2005). While the family system is more 
emotionally and generationally oriented, the management and ownership systems are business 
oriented (Jones, 2005). Branan (2009) regards succession as the orderly transition of income, 
management, and ownership between generations in a business.   
 Spafford (2006) suggests incorporating the development of a business plan into the 
succession planning process. Creating company vision and mission statements, detailing the 
company’s history and guiding values and principles, evaluating the company’s strengths and 
weaknesses, identifying objectives and goals, and creating an action plan to address each goal is 
recommended (Spafford, 2006). 
 Tax minimization and wealth maximization are among the most prevalent concerns 
discussed in association with transitioning a business (Harl, 1996). Other common objectives of 
succession planning include bringing the next generation into the business and providing a 
financial base for the younger generation to begin their vocation while also providing an exit 
strategy from the business for the parents (Branan, 2009). Also important is providing adequate 
income for the parents throughout their retirement and determining how active and inactive heirs 
will be treated (Branan, 2009). 
2.4 Business Planning 
 Business planning provides an analysis of how the business operates to facilitate 
reduction of weaknesses and growth in potential areas of competition and opportunity (Spafford, 
2006). Business planning as it relates to succession planning particularly involves developing a 
long term plan for the business based on financial trends, goals of the older generation and 
successor, and resource base of the business (Jones, 2005). Financial trends provide insight to the 
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farm’s profitability and feasibility of transfer (Spafford, 2006). Jones (2005) states that according 
to farm financial standards, profitability should be evaluated by looking at net farm income, rate 
of return of farm assets (ROA), and rate of return of farm equity (ROE). ROA is net farm income 
less interest expense less the value of operator labor and management, divided by the farm asset 
base (Jones, 2005). ROE is net farm income less the value of operator labor and management, 
less interest, divided by the farm equity (Jones, 2005). Jones (2005) suggests that although 
benchmark levels are somewhat subjective, farms that have not historically achieved at least an 
industry average profit level will struggle to survive in the future. The suggested ROA 
benchmark for farm businesses when calculated without accounting for capital gains is 5% and 
9% or 10% when calculated with capital gains (Jones, 2005). The recommended ROE 
benchmark is an ROE that is greater than the farm’s ROA provided the operation’s ROA is 
greater than its cost of debt (Jones, 2005). The business will often need to grow if multiple 
generations expect to farm together (Branan, 2009). Branan (2009) reports that the farm firm or 
production assets must generally produce growth of 5% to 6% per year to support another family 
given 3% inflation. Jones (2005) recommends determining the size of operation needed by 
estimating the farm income needs of the current generation and successor generation and then 
targeting 2.5% to 3% nominal growth in equity. 
Several literature sources discuss the types of business entities common for farms. 
Common forms of business organization for agribusinesses include sole proprietorship, 
partnership, corporation, and limited liability company (Harl, 1996; Jones, 2005; Spafford, 
2006). Sole proprietorships are owned and controlled by one person (Spafford, 2006).The length 
of a sole proprietorship is limited to the life of the owner and the individual is liable for all debts 
and obligations (Jones, 2005). A general partnership is a separate legal entity created by two or 
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more people in which money and property are transferred to the partnership and liability is 
shared equally among all partners (Beginning Farmer Center, 2009b). There are more complex 
forms of partnership that allow liability limitations such as the limited partnership or family 
limited partnership (Jones, 2005). A corporation can be classified as a C corporation or an S 
corporation and is a separate legal entity incorporated under state law that keeps the business 
distinctly separate from the owners (Beginning Farmer Center, 2009a). A limited liability 
company is created under state law by two or more people and requires articles of organization, 
an operating agreement, and a definite length of time that the business will exist (Beginning 
Farmer Center, 2009c).  
The most common organizational form for a family farm is a sole proprietorship (Jones, 
2005). Mishra and El-Osta (2007) found that farms organized as sole proprietorships were likely 
to have family succession. Results indicated that the probability of family succession increased 
about 4.4% if the farm was a sole proprietorship (Mishra & El-Osta, 2007). Depending on the 
number of heirs and the transfer method of choice, another business form may be required for a 
successful transition plan (Jones, 2005). Business organization can have significant effects on tax 
structure, estate planning, transition planning, and other business objectives (Jones, 2005). 
According to Jones (2005), the choice of business organizational structure is primarily related to 
issues regarding source of capital, liability, management flexibility and control, continuity, 
taxation, and legal filing requirements with limitation of personal liability the chief concern. Harl 
(1996) notes that creating multiple entities for the business, such as one entity for land and 
another for production assets, can increase flexibility of transition procedures while reducing risk 
and liability. However, it is also noted that there may be some negative tax implications, 
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particularly if land is held by a corporation and generates personal holding company income 
(Harl, 1996). Kraemer (2006) also suggests using trusts to protect assets and limit liability. 
2.5 Financial Motivations 
 The method of farm asset ownership transfer is highly dependent on the needs of the 
parties involved. Though valuation and tax implications are considered, ownership structure and 
the family’s intended succession outcomes are the primary concern. Possible transfer tools for 
farm property include private annuities/self-cancelling installment notes, life insurance, buy/sell 
agreements, or gifts, all of which have an impact on tax values (Spafford, 2006). The federal 
government places a limit on the amount that may be gifted from one person to another each 
year. The current annual federal gift tax exclusion is $13,000 and lifetime gift tax exemption is 
$5 million (Sullivan, 2010). Federal estate taxes were repealed for 2010, but were reinstated in 
2011 at 35% with a $5 million exclusion amount (Sullivan, 2010). In 2013, federal estate taxes 
are scheduled to return to their 2001 levels (Sullivan, 2010). The Illinois estate tax exclusion is 
$2 million with a bracketed estate tax rate capped at 16 percent (Illinois Attorney General, 2011). 
Suggested tools for transfer tax exclusion for small businesses include unified credit/exemption 
equivalent trusts, dynastic trusts, annual exclusion gifts, unified credit/exemption equivalent 
gifts, and statutory grantor retained interest trusts (Bowman-Upton, 2009).  
 Harl (1996) notes that decisions to sell, gift, or retain property until death should take 
income, estate, and gift taxes into consideration. It is recommended that property that is gifted be 
property that has not appreciated in value to avoid capital gains tax (Harl, 1996). Harl (1996) 
recommends retaining assets that have increased in value and obtaining a stepped up basis in the 
estate. Land may be eligible for a special use valuation for estate tax purposes but gifts of land 
are valued at fair market value (Harl, 1996). An Internal Revenue Code Section (IRC Sec.) 
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2032A special land use valuation can be used to value farmland as farmland, usually establishing 
a productive value that is less than the fair market value (Kraemer, 2006). The special land use 
valuation can reduce estate taxes but there are several criteria that must be met and there is a 
limit on how much the value of qualifying property can be reduced (Kraemer, 2006). The criteria 
for IRC Sec. 2032A special land use valuation require that the value of all farm assets less debt 
be at least 50% of the deceased owner’s estate; the value of farmland must be at least 25% of the 
deceased owner’s estate; the property must have been actually managed by the deceased owner 
for five out of the eight years prior to death and must have been used for farming during that 
period; a qualified heir must actually manage the property after the owner’s death; the land must 
be used as a farm for ten years after the owner’s death; and the land is subject to a federal tax 
lien (Kraemer, 2006). When deciding whether or not to sell land during the owner’s lifetime, it is 
important to note inflation implications as well as the fact that sale of property may cause 
recapture of some soil and water conservation and land clearing expense deductions if the land 
was held for less than 10 years (Harl, 1996). Government cost sharing payments excluded from 
income over the past 20 years are also recaptured and deductions are disallowed for cost of 
producing unharvested crops sold with the land (Harl, 1996). These are not recaptured on 
property transferred at death (Harl, 1996). 
2.6 Retirement Planning 
 Dunaway noted that the market value of a farm is frequently below its value as a “going 
concern” leading to the conclusion that retirement and succession cannot be separated from 
everyday farm management decisions (as cited in Mishra et al., 2010). Using 2001 Agricultural 
Resource Management Survey (ARMS) data, Mishra and El-Osta (2007) reported that about 
34% of farm operators who plan to retire within the next five years had a succession plan. Eighty 
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percent of these report a family member as the chosen successor (Mishra & El-Osta, 2007). 
Mishra and El-Osta (2007) also found that 40% of households with the senior farm operator over 
65 years of age and with no plans to retire had succession plans.  According to 2001 ARMS data, 
27% of farm operators nation-wide indicated they had a succession plan with 87% of those 
having identified a successor (Mishra et al., 2003). Of these, 52% indicated that the successor 
participated in the farm business and 38% reported the designated successor participated in 
management activities and decisions for the farm (Mishra et al., 2003).  Mishra et al. (2003) 
found that the likelihood of having a succession plan increases with operator age and net worth. 
Branan (2009) reports that senior generation retirement income needs are roughly 80% to 100% 
of preretirement needs. Possible sources of retirement income are land rent, machinery rent, 
income from installment sales, payment for labor, dividends, retirement plans, or social security 
(Branan, 2009).  
Longer life spans create a need for greater retirement holdings. World Bank reports that 
the 2008 U.S. life expectancy is 78.4 years. Farmers often put off saving for retirement or 
consider expanding the farm as their retirement security (Mishra et al., 2005). Forty-one percent 
of farmers indicated they would rely on income from their farm for retirement (Duffy, 2009). 
Farm households report 7.2% of expenditures go towards personal insurance and retirement 
plans as compared to 11% for all U.S. households (Jones et al., 2010). Mishra et al. (2005) report 
that one-fourth of the nonfarm assets that farm households maintain are retirement savings 
accounts. However, Mishra et al. (2005) also reports that only 40% of farm households 
participate in some type of retirement account, compared with 60% of all U.S. households. Based 
on 2008 ARMS data, 6% of farm household assets are held in IRA, Keogh, 401K, and other 
retirement accounts (Harris et al., 2009).  
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 A frequently discussed method of property transfer that can provide retirement income 
for the parent generation is an installment sale. Harl (1996) notes several things parents can 
accomplish with an installment sale. Parents can retain an interest in the land as security by 
keeping the titles, receive a steady income for the duration of the contract, transfer management 
responsibility for the property to the buyers, and reduce the size of their estates by consuming or 
making gifts of the installment payments (Harl, 1996). There are drawbacks associated with an 
installment sale however. Parents may outlive the life of the contract and then have to find other 
sources of income and inflation may raise cost of living to the point that the fixed contract 
payments do not meet expenses (Harl, 1996). 
2.7 Estate Planning 
 A study by Kimhi and Lopez (1999) suggests that a large proportion of farmers do not 
transfer the farm while they are still alive. If the farm is expected to be maintained as a going 
concern, estate and succession planning become even more essential to business success. One 
method of funding a transfer when at least partial ownership is retained by the older generation is 
through life insurance to purchase the farm business from nonfarm heirs after the death of the 
property owner (Tauer, 1985). Life insurance could also be used to finance a buy/sell agreement 
(Tauer, 1985). Insurance premiums are not tax deductible, but the proceeds are not subject to 
income tax (Tauer, 1985). Other methods include financing the purchase and transfer of property 
with equity and borrowing from the seller or a third party (Tauer, 1985). Although dependent on 
such things as age, income tax rate, risk preference, and cost of insurance and capital, Tauer 
(1985) found that partial funding of farm property transfer with life insurance was optimal in 
many cases. With a private annuity or self-cancelling installment note, assets are sold to the 
successor, which removes them from the estate, and the note (or annuity) is cancelled at the 
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death of the out-transfer generation so the replacing asset (note/annuity) is effectively removed 
from the estate (Spafford, 2006). This option allows the successor to acquire a stake in the 
operation and build business equity with their parent. Buy/Sell Agreements set forth a formal 
agreement for facilitating ownership transfer based on triggering events and obligate business 
owners to buy all or a portion of the business upon the retirement, death, or disability of another 
owner (Spafford, 2006).  
 Several authors note the importance of distinguishing between what is fair and what is 
equal when there are heirs that are both active and inactive in the family business. The fair versus 
equal concept implies that all heirs may not be treated equally when considering division of 
business ownership and business assets due to differences in vested interests in the business, 
preferences in investment returns, and business continuity concerns (Spafford, 2006). Tools such 
as buy/sell agreements, option agreements, and life insurance can be used to assist in ensuring 
business assets stay in the family when both active and inactive heirs exist (Spafford, 2006). 
Although the market value of each heir’s inheritance may not be equal, there is value derived 
from achieving the owner’s intended outcomes. 
 With family businesses, the bulk of assets are usually held in the business (Bowman-
Upton, 2009). Lack of estate planning can result in unanticipated fees, increase the length of time 
until the estate is settled, and final wishes and intentions may not be met (Kraemer, 2006). 
Things to consider when constructing an estate plan include charitable plans, wills, trusts, life 
insurance, valuation methods, and estate taxes (Kraemer, 2006). Bowman-Upton (2009) notes 
the use of last wills and testaments, living trusts, marital deduction trusts, and installment 
payments as transfer tax deferral techniques. It is noted in the literature that it is important to 
remember to properly document and implement the estate plan as well as update it to reflect the 
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current estate holdings, laws, and wishes of the parties involved (Kraemer, 2006). Although a 
lawyer’s counsel should be sought in setting up an estate plan, there are various methods and 
tools that are frequently employed by family farms in facilitating a smooth estate settlement 
(Kraemer, 2006). Of special importance in estate planning for farms and agribusinesses is special 
land use valuation allowing farm and ranch land to be valued at a lower agricultural value instead 
of its value for other purposes (Kraemer, 2006). Without proper planning and management, the 
value of an estate after probate and taxes can be severely diminished (Kraemer, 2006). 
2.8 Role of Professionals 
 Many of the actions and tools for succession discussed in the previous sections cannot be 
implemented by farmer and successor alone. Successful succession planning often requires a 
team of professionals to ensure that objectives are feasible and completed. Such professionals as 
an attorney, accountant, financial planner, banker, insurance agent, and broker may be involved 
depending on the size of business and complexity of plan (Spafford, 2006). Branan (2009) states 
that potential advisors for farmers forming a succession plan include attorneys, accountants, 
business consultants, counselors, financial planners, insurance agents, lenders, and mediators. 
Having an advisor for succession planning can prove useful by providing an objective party to 
study the situation and hear the concerns and wishes of all parties involved before establishing a 
plan (Jones, 2005). 
Financial planners, accountants, and attorneys specializing in estate planning are the 
professionals most frequently discussed in the literature. The accountant or financial planner 
associated with the business can provide insight to the feasibility of the farm supporting multiple 
families based on financial trends in the business as well as the tax implications of succession 
planning decisions (Jones, 2005). Financial planners can also assist in forming a business plan 
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for business growth and provide guidance for retirement planning (Spafford, 2006). According to 
Branan (2009), the role of financial planners is to provide expert advice on income needs and 
diversifying returns on working liquid capital. Attorneys are necessary for the estate planning 
component of succession and should be able to help facilitate the transfer of ownership while 
minimizing taxes (Kraemer, 2006). An attorney that is familiar with bequest wishes as well as 
the business to be transferred can help ensure that the estate plan is truly comprehensive and 
accomplishes all intentions (Spafford, 2006).  
A professional financial planner or advisor can also prove valuable in maintaining 
momentum for succession planning as the process can easily be put on hold by the farmer and 
successor due to the time demands of the farm (Spafford, 2006). Mishra et al. (2010) recommend 
that economists, financial planners, and business consultants assist family farms with formal 
succession plans through the development of educational programs pertaining to succession 
planning, development of procedures that clearly identify the steps that need to be taken to 
successfully complete succession planning, and distribution of succession plan examples to farm 
families starting the succession planning process. 
2.9 Summary 
 Most farms are sole proprietorships (Jones, 2005). The majority of farmers retain some 
form of ownership until death (Kimhi & Lopez, 1999). A substantial portion of farmer wealth is 
tied up in farm assets (Mishra et al., 2005). Most farmers wish to pass the family farm on as a 
going concern (Finck, 2010). The structure and size of farmer wealth requires special 
consideration in developing a succession plan that allows the farm to be passed on as a going 
concern while ensuring that retirement needs and estate planning wishes are met. Common 
methods for facilitating the transfer of assets include estate planning, installment notes, buy/sell 
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agreements, and gifting (Spafford, 2006). Also of concern when planning to transfer the family 
business from one generation to the next are tax implications and valuation methods (Harl, 
1996). Professional help is necessary to ensure that the succession plan is optimal for the goals of 
the family (Branan, 2009; Jones, 2005; Spafford, 2006). Much of the literature regarding 
succession planning is limited to sociological interests. Pitts et al. (2009) found that common 
reasons for family farm succession failure are lack of planning, family conflict due to unclear or 
insufficient communication, and issues arising from treating heirs fair versus equal. The 
literature indicates that it is important to increase communication through informing parties 
involved what will happen with succession and estate settlement and why (Taylor & Norris, 
2000). Communication improves perceptions of fairness among heirs and reduces conflict 
resulting from estate settlements that can lead to business divisions (Taylor & Norris, 2000). 
Given the demographics of family farms, there is interest among universities and private 
companies in developing materials for family farm succession planning (Mishra et al., 2010). 
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3 DATA 
Common farm attributes identified through the use of FBFM data and relevant literature 
are used to identify relevant types of transition cases. Common practices and objectives as 
identified in the literature are used to establish the guidelines around which the succession plan is 
formed. Establishing a basic transition plan for common criteria illustrates the complexity of 
succession planning for individual operations and provides a framework platform around which 
basic plans may by formed. The following sections include an empirical examination of FBFM 
data to show commonalities and trends used to identify the prototypic transition case, review of 
common farm characteristics identified in the literature, description of common succession plan 
objectives, analysis of problems associated with succession planning, evaluation of transfer 
options, and summary of principles guiding the succession process. 
3.1 Empirical Summary of FBFM Data  
 FBFM data for 2003 through 2009 provide information on Illinois farmer ages, business 
type, net worth, retirement savings, and financial ratios. Identifying common farm attributes 
provides insight into factors affecting succession planning for most farmers. The data were 
sorted to include only certified usable fair market value balance sheet, income statement, and 
family living/sources and uses certifications. The data were then filtered to include only the 
primary farm operator and eliminate unknown birthdates. 
Sole proprietorships and grain farms account for the highest percentage of business 
organization and farm type in each year considered. Table 3.1 shows that over 90% of farms 
were sole proprietorships every year in the dataset. At least 90% of farms were classified as grain 
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farms each year with hog farms representing the next highest percentage of farm type with 5% or 
less each year as shown in table 3.2. 
The average age of FBFM participants was slightly below the national average of 57.1 in 
2007 but still suggests a trend of increasing operator age. The average age in 2003 was 50.9 and 
increased each year to an average age of 54.5 in 2009. Table 3.3 shows the trend of increasing 
farmer age while figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict the percentage of operators in each age group for all 
farms and sole proprietorship grain farms. The 35 to 49 year old age group accounted for the 
greatest percentage of farmers in 2003 and 2004. For 2005 through 2009, the majority of FBFM 
farmers were in the 50 to 64 age group. The percentage of farmers in the 65 years of age and 
older group increased each year from 2003 to 2007 before decreasing from 18% to 16% and 
remaining there for 2008 and 2009. Although the percentages vary slightly, these age group 
trends remain consistent when only ages of farmers on sole proprietorship grain farms are 
considered. 
FBFM data show that over 70% of members maintain retirement accounts. 
Approximately 65% of FBFM participants that fall into the age 65 and over category had some 
savings in a retirement account in 2009. The 2009 average retirement savings value for farmers 
in the 65 and over age group was $77,810. In 2008, the average retirement savings for the same 
age group was approximately $71,225.  Over 70% of famers age 50 to 64 had retirement savings 
each year for 2003 through 2009. In 2009, 80% of farmers in the 50 to 64 year old age group had 
retirement savings with an average value of $95,292. The average retirement account value for 
all age groups of sole proprietorship grain farms in 2009 was $82,776. Farm operators in the 50 
to 64 year old age group on sole proprietorship grain farms have had higher average retirement 
savings than other age groups associated with similar farms for 2007 through 2009. Tables 3.4 
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and 3.5, as well as figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate the retirement savings numbers described for 
each age group. 
With the exception of the 34 and younger age group, average value of operator total 
assets has trended up each year from 2003 to 2009. Tables 3.6 through 3.9 show that the bulk of 
assets are held in fixed assets, particularly in the 65 and older age group. Tables 3.6 and 3.8 show 
how assets are held in each age group by percentage while tables 3.7 and 3.9 show average 
values for each age group. In 2009, 61% of assets held by FBFM farm operators age 65 and older 
were fixed assets, 20% were intermediate assets, and 20% were current assets. For the same year, 
the 50 to 64 year old age group assets were 25% current, 29% intermediate, and 46% fixed. The 
2009 breakdown of assets for the 35 to 49 year old age group included 26% current assets, 29% 
intermediate assets, and 44% fixed assets. Finally, the age 34 and younger group’s assets were 
32% current, 31% intermediate, and 37% fixed in 2009. The average value of current assets 
decreased for all age groups from 2008 to 2009. However, average values for intermediate assets 
and fixed assets increased in all age groups from 2008 to 2009 except fixed assets for the 34 and 
younger age group. There are some variations in percentages but these trends are similar when 
farms that are not sole proprietorships or grain farms are eliminated from the data. 
 Average liability values for each age group are shown in tables 3.10 and 3.11. Liabilities 
for the 34 and younger age group decrease in each category from 2008 to 2009. In 2009, the 
average value of current liabilities for the 65 years of age and older group was greater than the 
average value of long term liabilities. The value of liabilities for the 65 and older age group was 
lower than average values for the other age groups in each category for every year except long 
term liabilities in 2006.  
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The average net worth for all farms and sole proprietorship grain farms increased each 
year for 2003 to 2009 as displayed in figures 3.5 and 3.6. The average net worth among FBFM 
farms was $1,696,012 in 2009. The 65 and older age group consistently had the highest average 
net worth compared to other age groups. When only considering those farms where the operator 
is age 65 or older, the average net worth increased to $2,279,648 for 2009. In contrast, average 
net worth for FBFM farmers age 34 and younger was $763,833.  Average net worth increased 
across all age groups from 2003 to 2009 except in 2005 for the 65 and older age group and in 
2009 for the 50 to 64 age group. The 2009 average net worth of sole proprietorship grain farms 
was $1,715,866. Average net worth for sole proprietorship grain farms increased each year for 
all age groups except 2006 for the 34 and younger age group and 2009 for farmers age 50 to 64 
as shown in figure 3.6. Tables 3.12 and 3.13 present the average ROE and ROA for all farms and 
sole proprietorship grain farms by age group. Average net farm income for all farms trended up 
overall from 2003 to 2009 but decreased sharply for all age groups in 2005 and 2009. Net farm 
income trends for sole proprietorship grain farms are similar to net farm income trends for all 
farms as depicted in figures 3.7 and 3.8. 
3.2 Transition Case Commonalities 
The literature identifies sole proprietorship as being the most common type of farm 
organization (Jones, 2005). Most farmers retain at least some ownership in the operation until 
death for a variety of reasons both personal and financial (Jones, 2005; Keating & Munro, 1989; 
Kimhi & Lopez, 1999). Data from 2001 show that commercial grain farms with net worth over 
$1 million are more likely to participate in succession planning (Mishra et al., 2003). Likelihood 
of succession planning also increases with operator age (Duffy, 2009; Mishra et al., 2003). 
Operators over the age of 65 account for over one quarter of all U.S. farmers and control over 
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one third of farm assets (Mishra et al., 2003). Most farmers have put greater emphasis on 
expanding the business over the course of their career than saving for retirement (Mishra et al., 
2005). Therefore, for the purposes of forming a prototypical transition case, it is assumed that the 
farm to be transitioned is a sole proprietorship commercial grain farm with an operator who has 
not set aside substantial savings for retirement, and who wishes to maintain at least partial 
ownership of the business’s assets until death. It is also assumed that the older operator is ready 
to move towards retirement and transition operational control to the successor. It is assumed that 
the successor is a child of the retiring generation and that the retiring generation is married. 
However, succession planning with a non-heir or non-family member successor is a possibility.  
A plan still must be made and estate planning provisions set forth to ensure the operator’s 
intentions are met in the case of a non-heir successor just as in the case of an heir successor. The 
process may begin with an employer/employee relationship and then progress to the farm 
transferring ownership and management through some combination of sale and lease 
arrangements Many of the tools used to structure the transfer of the farm to a non-heir successor 
are the same as would be used for an heir successor but the way they are used may change. 
Buy/sell agreements and life insurance trusts in particular may be used to help transfer the farm 
to a non-heir. Documents may need to be in place to ensure the non-heir successor will continue 
to be able to operate the farm if there are non-farm heirs who will eventually become owners. 
Family, financial, and legal implications of actions are of key importance to this transition 
process. 
3.3 Objectives of the Succession Plan 
Common goals and objectives of succession planning as identified in the literature will be 
used to motivate the transition plan. The importance of noting ownership structure, the value of 
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operator and successor preferences, and time and risk uncertainty are all underlying factors that 
guide the succession planning process. After articulating what those involved in succession 
planning would like to happen, one of the most common concerns is minimization of taxes such 
as income, estate, and capital gains (Harl, 1996). Estate taxes are not as likely to be a concern 
given current estate tax legislation. However, as estate tax laws will change over time, estate 
taxes will be treated as a concern for the purposes of this research and general tax savings 
principles will be applied. Other common objectives of succession planning include maximizing 
wealth, bringing the next generation into the business and providing a financial base for the 
younger generation to begin farming while also allowing the parents to retire from the business 
(Branan, 2009). Providing income to the parents throughout their retirement and determining 
how active and inactive heirs will be treated are also important (Branan, 2009). Ensuring that the 
operation continues to grow and shielding it from potential negative events is important as well 
(Spafford, 2006). 
3.4 Problems Associated with Succession Planning 
Succession planning is very much a multifaceted process. For all cases, it is important to 
identify what each generation wants to happen, particularly that the older generation wants to 
pass on the farm and that the younger generation wants to farm (Spafford, 2006). There are many 
stages of succession and consequently many components of a successful transition plan and 
communication is a key element in ensuring that everyone’s objectives and goals are met (Jones, 
2005). The procedure is greatly affected by family preferences and communication among all the 
parties involved (Taylor & Norris, 2000). Although important for the completion of a successful 
transition, decisions regarding when to transfer management of the business are relatively 
subjective and dependent on such things as ages, preparedness, and preferences of those 
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involved. As such, this research focuses on the transition of ownership in a family agribusiness. 
Extra emphasis is placed on the importance of estate planning to accommodate farmer preference 
of retaining at least partial ownership of farm assets until death. 
Transition of management responsibilities of at least part of the business happens during 
the out-transfer generation’s lifetime with partial ownership of assets changing hands with estate 
planning in this research. Ownership transfer through the estate often brings out questions of fair 
versus equal treatment of heirs in estate planning. If there are farming and non-farming heirs, the 
fair-versus-equal dilemma becomes even more important. Open family discussion is needed to 
determine the wishes of all parties involved. If inactive heirs do not wish to have a financial 
interest in the family business or if parents want assets to be owned only by those actively 
involved in the farm, life insurance is one possible way to create inheritance for non-farming 
heirs that is not related to business assets (Spafford, 2006; Tauer, 1985). Proceeds from life 
insurance could also be used to fund a buyout of inactive heirs by the successor if both active and 
inactive heirs inherit business assets (Tauer, 1985). Purchasing sufficient life insurance to buyout 
inactive heirs may prove to be costly however. Another possible consideration during estate 
planning is whether active children should receive increased inheritance based on some 
predetermined equation for the “sweat equity” they have put into the business (Hanson, 2007). 
The method of compensating the successor for “sweat equity” could be affected by how the heir 
is currently involved in the business or how the family chooses to transition ownership. Of chief 
importance is that those involved know the reasoning behind bequest decisions. 
Questions that arise from the business management perspective during a transition often 
include such things as who should invest in expanding the business and who should receive 
government payments. Parents are often the major asset holders and have the capital to invest 
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whereas the younger generation usually does not have the equity needed and cannot afford to 
buy the land and equipment the business requires (Branan, 2009). However, parents also need to 
consider their retirement needs and how they want to treat all heirs. The answers to these 
questions often depend on the wishes and situation of those involved. Communication is needed 
for all parties to understand what will happen and why. It is also important to note the need for 
flexibility and periodic reassessment of the transition plan as values, interests, and circumstances 
change over time. 
3.5 Transfer Options 
 The literature describes several methods of transferring ownership of farm property. Each 
method has advantages and disadvantages depending on the objectives governing the succession 
process. Different means of transfer are also best suited to different types of assets. Methods of 
transferring business assets include gifts, leases, sales, joint ownership, and transfer of property 
through estate planning (Harl, 1996). Other tools for facilitating the transfer of property include 
life insurance and buy/sell agreements (Spafford, 2006). 
 The sale of farm assets to the successor provides money for the older generation’s 
retirement while providing the successor with a place to start building equity. Selling property is 
not always feasible as the resources are needed for production and the younger generation 
frequently lacks sufficient capital to purchase them (Harl, 1996). Also, older generations prefer 
to retain ownership of certain types of property until death for a variety of reasons. These reasons 
include tax saving motivations and feelings of attachment associated with the property and 
business they have built up over their lifetime (Jones, 2005; Keating & Munro, 1989). Selling 
assets that have appreciated in value, such as land, will cause a change in basis which could 
result in capital gains or income taxes that could be avoided if the asset passed through the estate 
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(Harl, 1996). Land that would benefit from the application of special land use valuation would be 
required to be valued at fair market value if sold (Kraemer, 2006). 
 A self-cancelling installment note or private annuity are options that would provide 
income for retirement to the parents and remove the asset from their estate while not requiring 
the successor to raise capital all at once (Spafford, 2006). However, it is possible that the parents 
may outlive the stream of payments. Installment sales are an effective way to freeze the value of 
the asset being sold but inflation raising the cost of living beyond the amount of the fixed 
payments is a concern (Harl, 1996).  There are also tax implications to consider as discussed 
when selling an asset.  
 Gifting assets to the successor may be a beneficial option particularly if the parents do 
not need the income from the sale of certain assets for their retirement or if they need to reduce 
the size of their estate to avoid an estate tax (Spafford, 2006). However, there are limitations on 
how much a person may gift to another person in a year without having to file a special tax 
return, as well as a lifetime limit on how much may be gifted tax-free (Sullivan, 2010). The same 
basis and valuation concerns as were discussed regarding selling an asset apply to the gifting of 
assets. Gifting partial ownership in the business to the successor may be a way for the parents to 
demonstrate commitment to transferring the farm to the successor as well as provide owners with 
the opportunity to discount the value of the business for tax purposes because multiple owners 
could reduce the resale marketability of the business (Harl, 1996). 
 Renting farm assets, such as land, to successors and then distributing them to heirs 
through the estate after the death of the parents is in line with preferences of the retiring 
generation (Branan, 2009). The proceeds from leasing assets provides income for retirement to 
parents while giving successors access to assets they would not otherwise be able to afford but 
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are necessary for the business to succeed. In the case of land, leasing may preserve the ability to 
utilize a special land use valuation if applicable (Kraemer, 2006). Using the estate to distribute 
the assets upon the death of the owners also allows the assets to receive a stepped up basis and 
results in tax savings for the owners (Kraemer, 2006). The income parents receive from renting 
assets should not decrease social security benefits if they do not “participate materially” in the 
production of income from the assets or render “substantial services” (Harl, 1996).   
 Trusts are mentioned throughout this research as instruments commonly used to achieve 
estate planning objectives. There are many types of trusts suited to various purposes (Richardson 
& Geyer, 2009). A revocable living trust can be used to save on estate settlement time and costs, 
allow all property to be dealt with in the state of residence if property is owned in more than one 
state, allow a farming heir to gradually buy into the operation, and provide a measure of risk 
protection to inheritance (Hachfeld et al., 2007). Trusts can be tailored to meet their intended 
purpose such as providing funds for charities and education or transferring property ownership in 
increments (Richardson & Geyer, 2009). A “pour over” will should be used to transfer assets 
previously left out of the trust or newly acquired into an existing trust (Kraemer, 2006). It is 
important to note that assets must be formally transferred into a trust after it is created (Hachfeld 
et al., 2007). Also of importance is noting the look back period applicable, five years for 
transfers to trusts and gifts, when qualifying for Medicaid nursing home care (Kraemer, 2006). 
The look back period starts from the date of application for Medicaid and the length of any 
ineligibility period is determined by dividing the value of transfers in the look back period by the 
monthly cost of nursing home care in the applicant’s area (McEowen, 2006). 
 Insurance has been discussed as a method of providing alternative inheritance to inactive 
heirs or funding the buyout of inactive heirs.  Life insurance may be placed in an irrevocable life 
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insurance trust to guarantee the proceeds do not increase the value of the estate (Harl, 1996). 
Final expenses, outstanding debts, special needs, educational funds, income replacement, 
business overhead, estate tax and transfer obligations, administrative expenses, and equitable 
transfer funds are all things that may be considered when determining life insurance needs 
(Spafford, 2006). 
 Joint ownership is another way ownership can be transferred between the parent 
generation and successor. In the case of joint tenancy the two generations own assets together 
and items pass to the survivor when the first dies (Beginning Farmer Center, 2009e). Joint 
tenancy assumes that the older generation will die first (Beginning Farmer Center, 2009e). 
Tenancy in common would have the generations owning assets together with the first to die 
leaving their share to whomever they wish upon their death (Beginning Farmer Center, 2009e). 
3.6 Summary 
 The prototypical succession case as identified by the literature and FBFM data is a sole 
proprietorship, commercial grain farm (Jones, 2005; Mishra et al., 2003). The high percentage of 
sole proprietorship farms in the FBFM data may reflect a lack of need for FBFM services by 
other forms of farm organization, such as corporations. However, the literature also establishes 
sole proprietorship as the most common form on farm business entity (Jones, 2005).  Ninety-
eight percent of U.S. farms are considered a family farm, meaning the majority of the business is 
owned by the operator and individuals related to the operator (Hoppe et al., 2010). Based on age 
and asset ownership demographics, it is assumed that the principal operator on the farm 
associated with the succession plan is approaching retirement age and has under-saved for 
retirement. The out-transfer generation will maintain ownership of at least some business assets 
and require income from the farm for retirement.  
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 There are many ways to transfer ownership of property. Major concerns when 
considering the best way to transfer ownership include treatment of non-farming heirs, securing 
income for the duration of the parent generation’s retirement, and tax implications (Branan, 
2009; Harl, 1996). Although decisions on when and how to divide property are ultimately 
dependent on the preferences of the owner, certain methods of transition appear more beneficial 
given the type of asset to be transferred and the situation surrounding the transfer. Unless there 
are special preferences or circumstances, it appears to be advantageous for the retiring generation 
to retain ownership of assets and use a trust to distribute ownership of assets to heirs. Retaining 
ownership of assets until death helps avoid potential taxes generated by the sale of such assets 
(Harl, 1996). Use of a trust can help ensure that the agribusiness owners take advantage of the 
full estate tax exclusion available to them (Bowman-Upton, 2009). Leasing assets to the 
successor provides retirement income to the older generation (Branan, 2009). Letting the assets 
pass through the estate also allows them to receive a stepped up basis and in the case of land may 
allow it to be eligible for a special land use valuation rather than fair market valuation (Kraemer, 
2006). A marital deduction trust is often used to allow the surviving spouse to delay or avoid 
paying an estate tax. However, this research focuses on the transfer of ownership to the 
successor. 
 For the purposes of this research, the out-transfer generation holds most of their wealth in 
the farm so inheritance is related to the business. Liquidating certain business assets to build 
wealth in other areas is not an option as they are necessary for the successful operation of the 
farm and the successor cannot afford to buy them in addition to the tax implications previously 
discussed. Therefore, bequests to heirs, including those not active on the farm, will likely include 
farm assets. Parents in different situations may feel differently about how to distribute assets 
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between active and inactive heirs. Heirs may also have differing opinions regarding ownership in 
a business they do not actively participate in. As mentioned, possible options for providing 
flexibility and fairness to heirs who do not want ownership in the farm include the use of life 
insurance and buy/sell agreements to allow the successor to purchase farm assets without taking 
on excessive debt (Spafford, 2006). Family discussion regarding preferences in ownership would 
prove useful in determining life insurance needs and buy/sell agreement structure (Spafford, 
2006). Changing the form of business entity or forming multiple business entities and 
transferring shares of ownership to heirs could prove useful in reducing the value of the estate as 
well as lessen liability. Taking advantage of the gift tax exclusion by giving a portion of assets to 
the successor if parents can afford it would assist the successor in building equity, demonstrate 
commitment to keeping farm assets available to the successor, and may help compensate the 
successor for adding value to the farm as well as taking on risk associated with farming. If 
gifting is not feasible, the parents may wish to will an increased percentage of assets to the 
successor compared to what inactive heirs receive based on years the successor was acting as an 
operator on the farm. Parents could also protect the successor’s ability to farm when there are 
non-farming heirs by stipulating the sale terms and first right of refusal for the successor to buy 
the non-farming heirs’ inheritance if they wished to sell it (Beginning Farmer Center, 2009d). 
Valuation and option agreement decisions would require communication between all parties to 
establish the reasons for such stipulations and lessen the likelihood of feelings of inequality and 
unfairness.
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3.7 Tables  
Table 3.1 Type of Business by Percentage, FBFM Participants, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.2 Type of Farm by Percentage, FBFM Participants, 2003-2009 
 
 
Table 3.3 Average Farmer Age, FBFM Participants, 2003-2009 
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Table 3.4 Percentage of Farmers with Retirement Savings, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.5 Percentage of Farmers with Retirement Savings, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-
2009 
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Table 3.6 Farm Assets by Percentage, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.7 Average Farm Assets, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.8 Farm Assets by Percentage, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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Table 3.9 Average Farm Assets, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.10 Average Farm Liabilities, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.11 Average Farm Liabilities, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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Table 3.12 Average Return on Assets and Return on Equity, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table 3.13 Average Return on Assets and Return on Equity, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-
2009 
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3.8 Figures 
Figure 3.1 Percentage of Farmers by Age Group, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure 3.2 Percentage of Farmers by Age Group, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Average Retirement Savings, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure 3.4 Average Retirement Savings, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Average Net Worth, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure 3.6 Average Net Worth, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Average Net Farm Income, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure 3.8 Average Net Farm Income, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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4 METHODOLOGY 
 The tool resulting from this research is based on the farm attributes and objectives 
described in the previous chapter and is meant to describe potential succession implications for 
the operator. The succession framework assumes the operator will require income in excess of 
current retirement savings for retirement, and will retain at least partial ownership of the farm to 
receive income to meet this requirement. Some circumstances, such as estate value above the 
exclusion limit, suggest selling or gifting assets may be beneficial. Tax minimization and wealth 
maximization are treated as motivations affecting the succession process. The dynamic and 
complex nature of tax legislation prevents specific calculations for unique operations, but general 
tax minimization principles described in the literature are applied. The way in which an 
operation is taxed may be influenced by the operation’s tax or financial advisor who is familiar 
with what is best for the individual operation in question. Building the framework based on 
broad principles allows the user to take the ideas presented in the tool and adapt the succession 
plan according to what is best for a specific operation. 
4.1 Development of Succession Framework 
 This research blends the approaches to succession planning described by Jones (2005), 
Keating and Munro (1989), and Spafford (2006). Transition steps for this succession tool include 
identifying a successor, determining if succession is feasible given the current state of the 
business, developing a business plan for moving forward, deciding the best way to implement 
succession measures based on retirement needs and estate considerations, and then carrying out 
those actions. It is assumed that a successor has been identified and the operator and successor 
are ready to begin the succession planning process. The transition elements used in this tool 
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include determining the timeframe over which the succession plan will occur, the feasibility of 
succession, the role of the successor in the operation, the order in which management will be 
transferred, the way in which the successor will be compensated, retirement needs, and estate 
considerations. Decisions at any step affect subsequent decisions. Some sections present 
information for comparison with FBFM farms to provide an assessment of the farm to be 
transferred while other sections serve as a worksheet for assembling information that affects 
decisions. While much of the framework addresses ownership transfer, elements for monitoring 
the progress of management transition are also included in the tool. 
 Literature about farms likely to undertake succession planning was used in determining 
for whom the succession tool is intended, Mishra et al. found that commercial grain farms with 
2001 net worth greater than $1 million were more likely to form a succession plan (2003). 
Factors considered to impact succession planning for this tool include owner’s age, farm size, net 
worth, and gross sales. The tool is not intended for farms relatively small in size or that serve a 
specialty or niche market. The succession planning tool developed in this research is meant for 
large, profitable grain farms. 
Microsoft Excel was used to construct a succession planning framework for this research. 
The framework was built to address the motivations and needs identified in the literature that 
most commonly applied to a typical succession case as described in the previous chapter. The 
purpose of the tool is to provide a platform for gathering the information needed for a succession 
plan. It is meant to include a description of various options available and possible implications 
based on entered scenarios, thereby providing information that informs the succession planning 
process to make that process flow more smoothly. The information provided by the tool can be 
used to facilitate succession planning thoughts and decisions by those directly involved on the 
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farm, as well as provide information about the operation to the team of professionals assembled 
to assist the transition. The nature of succession planning and farming operations prevents 
construction of an exhaustive set of succession rules. Therefore, the framework was built to 
address farm attributes most commonly associated with succession planning in the literature and 
is not meant to be applicable to all farm succession scenarios.  
 The succession planning tool developed includes sections for general farm information, 
financial information, business planning, retirement planning, estate planning, and transition 
planning. These components all interact to determine the options available and succession 
planning points to consider presented in a section labeled reports. A flow chart of the tool is 
shown in figure 4.1. The succession planning tool resulting from this research incorporates 
elements of tools developed for the Farm Analysis Solution Tools (FAST) suite of programs. 
Incorporating tools FAST users are already familiar with contributes to the ease of use of the 
succession tool as well as prevents duplication of effort. The format of the resulting tool is 
intended to be similar in design to other FAST products. 
4.2 General Information 
General farm information identifies who is involved in the succession plan and what role 
they play. The contents of the general information tab of the tool can be seen in figure 4.2. 
Listing the date the plan was created or updated provides documentation so that it can be revised 
periodically to reflect updated laws, asset values, and wishes. Including the ages of those 
involved in the succession plan and the anticipated retirement age of the older generation 
provides awareness of the timeframe over which the transition will take place. The successor and 
inactive heirs present the number of people who must be taken into consideration when long 
term plans are made. The succession planning tool is built to include one successor for simplicity 
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of construction. Also included is a checklist for marking what is included in the succession plan 
as well as monitoring the progress made toward a complete plan. The listed succession steps 
include identifying a successor; determining the feasibility of succession; developing a business 
plan; setting up transition goals taking retirement and estate considerations into account; 
deciding what the owner wants to happen based on information provided and ideas presented; 
discussing wishes and possibilities with those involved and with professionals who will be 
involved such as an attorney, accountant, or financial planner; drawing up appropriate documents 
to implement the plan and make sure that plans are carried out (trusts funded, etc.); and updating 
worksheets and reviewing plans periodically to monitor transition progress and reflect updated 
asset values, wishes, and laws. It is also noted that succession planning is not a onetime 
experience. After an initial plan is implemented, it must be reviewed and updated over time. 
4.3 Financial Information 
 The financial information tab provides space for the user to enter relevant data used in 
calculations in other tool tabs. Historical gross revenue, interest expense, depreciation expense, 
operating expense, labor or management fee, net farm income from operations, net farm income, 
current assets, noncurrent assets, current liabilities, noncurrent liabilities, and net worth are 
entered by the user in the format shown in figure 4.3 to be used in ratio calculation and farm 
comparison in the business tab. A balance sheet and income statement, displayed in figures 4.4 
and 4.5, are also provided for completion by the user. Financial statement formats come from the 
Balance Sheet and Historical Financial Statements FAST tool. Consequently, the user can 
calculate unknown items in the preexisting FAST tool and transfer entries to the succession tool. 
The balance sheet summarizes the resources and obligations of the business as it currently 
operates. Completion of a balance sheet can assist the operator in determining savings from 
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investments that may be used for retirement and liabilities that will contribute to retirement 
expenses. The income statement provides the user with a more in depth look at the current 
position of the operation. 
4.4 Business Plan 
Text boxes as presented in figure 4.6 are provided for business planning ideas that must 
be elaborated on. These business planning ideas allow the operator and successor to articulate 
specific ideas that are beyond the scope of the common goals this research is based on and 
influence succession planning decisions. The mission statement should provide a summary of the 
current purpose and guiding principles of the farm business. The vision statement should reflect 
the long-term goals of the business as it seeks to carry on for at least another generation. The 
business goals text box is an area for goals specific to the operation to be listed for consideration 
as succession decisions are made.  
Income trends and ratio analyses are also provided in the business section to provide 
information regarding strengths and weaknesses of the business, show trends, and allow for 
benchmarking against similar FBFM farms. Ratio and net farm income trends over time can 
illustrate the direction the farm is heading as well as show how the farm has done compared to 
similar farms in the same year. Figure 4.7 displays the format in which ratio and net farm income 
trends are included in the tool. Ratios are calculated for return on assets, return on equity, current 
ratio, working capital, working capital to gross revenue, debt to equity, debt to assets,  asset 
turnover, operating expense, interest expense, and net farm income from operations for 2003 to 
2010. Benchmark ratio ranges come from the benchmarks used in the Summary Ratios section of 
the Balance Sheet and Historical Financial Statements FAST tool. Conditional formatting is used 
to generate a green, yellow, or red cell color dependent on how the calculated ratio compares to 
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the given benchmarks. The numbers for net farm income, return on assets, and return on equity 
comparison come from averaged FBFM data for operators in the same age group as the operator 
of the farm undertaking succession planning.  
The business tab also contains graphs depicted in figure 4.8 of the transitioning farm’s 
net farm income plotted with the FBFM net farm income average for similar operations over the 
given time period as well as the farm’s ROA and ROE plotted together. The inclusion of these 
graphs is useful in visibly showing whether or not the farm meets the goals of having net farm 
income above the industry average and an ROE greater than ROA over time.  
4.5 Retirement Plan 
 The retirement planning portion of the succession planning tool includes information for 
calculating the future value of current retirement savings, creating a budget for anticipated 
retirement needs, and determining savings goals for retirement. The retirement section also 
displays the number of years left before the operator plans to retire and a copy of the balance 
sheet as entered in the financial tab to remind the user of the timeframe they have to plan for 
retirement as well as the current interests of the business. The projected annual retirement budget 
is shown in figure 4.9. The budget allows the user to evaluate their expected income versus 
expenses for retirement. The operator can compare retirement savings to anticipated needs to 
help assess level of preparedness for retirement. By determining where they are at and where 
they need to be for retirement savings and income, the operator can evaluate various savings 
scenarios as well as determine sources of income throughout retirement, particularly how much 
income the older generation anticipates needing from the farm. The expenses and income sources 
used in the projected annual retirement budget include items typical of a farm household such as 
farm income, social security, savings, loan payments, and living expenses (Ready Set Retire, 
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2002; Spafford, 2006). The retirement budget allows the user to vary the amount of income 
received from farm operations to assist in determining an amount that is both fair to the 
successor and permits the parents to have the income they need for retirement. Potential taxable 
retirement income is calculated in the retirement budget using the standard tax deduction for a 
married couple filing jointly and allowing 85% of social security income to be taxable. 
Time value of money concepts, specifically sinking fund deposit, uniform series 
compound amount, and single payment compound amount, are used to calculate the savings 
necessary for retirement given previous retirement savings as well as user-defined estimated rate-
of-return on savings, expected length of retirement, inflation, and percent of pre-retirement 
income needed for retirement. The retirement savings needs section of the tool provides the 
average of previous years’ net farm income to account for the variability of farm income as well 
as the percentage of historic farm income needed to cover the expected retirement expenses. The 
user enters the preferred percentage of historic farm income for retirement, estimated inflation 
rate, rate of return on investment, and expected length of time for which retirement funds are 
needed. The yearly savings necessary to achieve the given income requirements are then 
computed based on income from retirement savings needs and what has already been saved for 
retirement. The user may then adjust expectations or the budget, such as income required from 
the farm or percentage of historic farm income needed, based on the feasibility of saving the 
computed amount. Figure 4.10 shows the annual retirement savings section of the worksheet. A 
table of yearly savings requirements based on varied rate of return on savings and percentage of 
pre-retirement income needed is included for comparison when considering feasibility of 
expectations. If the farmer has actively saved for retirement, it is possible they may not require 
farm income.  
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4.6 Estate Plan 
There are myriad estate planning instruments available to fit the needs of any particular 
operation and an attorney should be sought to provide advice regarding strategies optimal for the 
operation or family in question. As such, the estate planning element of this tool focuses on 
providing information for valuing the estate and introducing concepts that may affect the 
operator when designing an estate plan. Many estate plans are designed to take advantage of the 
marital deduction to reduce or eliminate estate taxes when the first spouse dies. Asset 
distribution methods discussed in conjunction with estate planning in the developed tool assume 
that the asset is going to the next generation and is necessary for farm operation. The number of 
heirs to be considered in the estate plan is displayed at the top of the worksheet. The user is also 
asked whether or not inactive heirs will receive farm assets. Whether or not inactive heirs are to 
inherit farm assets may be determined by the type of wealth held by the older generation as 
entered in the balance sheet and may affect what concepts become relevant as an estate plan is 
formed.  
A model as shown in figure 4.11 is provided in the estate planning section to demonstrate 
the potential tax implications of bequeathing versus gifting versus selling assets to the next 
generation for a married couple filing jointly. The asset distribution section of the tool also 
shows how the estate would be divided if the operator was to die intestate and the state’s method 
of distribution was not contested. Also included are places to record information on previous 
gifting to compare to lifetime gift and estate tax exemption limits. Net worth is entered in the 
estate planning section based on information entered into the balance sheet. Net worth is 
combined with amount of exemption previously used by gifts to determine potential estate tax 
liability. Tax percentages, brackets, and exclusions are based on federal and Illinois laws in place 
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for 2011 (Illinois Attorney General, 2011; Sullivan, 2010). Estimated taxable retirement income 
is entered from the retirement budget to determine the federal income tax bracket applicable. The 
user enters the original value of the asset to be transferred, the fair market value of the asset, the 
asset’s basis, and federal and state estate exclusion amounts. If the asset is passed on as a gift, the 
adjustments to the estate value and exclusion amount are calculated as well as the potential tax 
on the gift and estate given Illinois and federal estate exclusions. Tax implications of selling an 
asset are separated into personal property and capital gains categories. If the asset is sold, the 
adjustment to the estate value and possible income, capital gains, depreciation recapture, and 
estate tax implications are calculated. If the asset is passed to the next generation through a 
bequest, the potential estate tax amounts are calculated based on the value of the estate and the 
stepped up basis of the asset is noted. The stepped up basis provided is the fair market value of 
the asset but the new basis could be the IRC Sec. 2032A special land use valuation depending on 
the type of asset and if the qualifying criteria is met. The potential costs for each method of 
transfer and estate value after asset distribution are calculated for comparison. The asset 
distribution model does not take into account whether or not the senior generation will require 
income from the asset for retirement or the valuation implications for the party receiving the 
asset.  
Figure 4.12 depicts the checklist of estate planning documents included in the tool (Park 
& Couchman, 2009). The estate planning checklist is included as a means of encouraging 
comprehensive estate planning and allows the user to include the location of important 
documents. Estate planning is important for all estates, particularly the large estates this tool is 
intended for, to assist in avoiding costs associated with probate, reduce the time it takes to settle 
the estate, and help the operator achieve intended outcomes. 
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4.7 Transition Plan 
 Much of the developed framework focuses on the transfer of ownership. This research 
focuses mainly on distributing assets through the estate. Ultimately, when and how assets will be 
distributed is the decision of the owner. The transition plan portion of the tool presents various 
points of consideration regarding transition of management and ownership that must be 
considered in the succession planning process. The role in which the successor will enter the 
business, whether or not the operator and successor will farm together, the order of management 
transfer, what portions of the business will be transferred, and how the successor will be 
compensated are all questions that are presented in the transition plan section of the tool. Figures 
4.13 and 4.14 depict the contents of the transition tab. 
 If the operator is not constrained by estate taxes and can afford to retire, succession 
planning ultimately becomes a matter of what the involved parties want to happen. The transition 
planning section of the tool displays the number of years until the older generation expects to 
retire. The user is asked to define the current role of the successor in the farm, how long the 
successor will be involved with the operation before fully taking over, and how the successor 
will be compensated for farm work. The user is also asked whether the farm will have to support 
multiple families. If the farm will have to support both the older generation and the successor, 
the amount entered for income from the farm in the retirement budget is automatically entered in 
the transition tab. The user enters expected farm income amounts necessary for the successor and 
equity growth. The approximate gross farm income necessary to sustain income and equity needs 
is calculated based on user expectations and the farm’s average net farm income from operations 
ratio entered in the business plan section (Jones, 2005). The approximate asset base necessary to 
generate the appropriate amount of income is then calculated using the approximate gross farm 
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income necessary and average asset turnover ratio from the business plan tab (Jones, 2005). 
These calculations can prove useful in determining the true feasibility of succession.  
 The user is then asked to detail the percentage of each portion of the operation that is 
controlled by the operator and the successor. The management components included are 
livestock, production, marketing, financial decisions, equipment and land (Keating & Munro, 
1989). The user is also asked to rank the successor’s ability to manage each component on a 
scale of one to five; one being unprepared and five being well-prepared with 0 or N/A being 
entered for skills not required in the operation. Text boxes are provided for development goals 
for both the current operator and successor to make sure the successor has the abilities necessary 
to take over the farm and the operator continues to provide the successor with new 
responsibilities and move towards retirement. Space is also provided to detail the current 
percentage of ownership in the farm assets by the successor and operator as well as what the 
desired percentage of ownership will be when the operator retires. Rate of ownership transfer 
needed to reach ownership goals by retirement is calculated based on the entered values and the 
assumption that ownership will be transferred in equal increments. Transferring ownership 
incrementally can spread out tax implications, cash flow needs of the successor if purchasing 
part of the farm, and can create flexibility given the uncertainty of future legislation and farm 
yields and prices. The farm assets to be transferred are grouped into categories including 
livestock, crop production, machinery, buildings, inventory, and land (Keating & Munro, 1989). 
4.8 Reports 
 The reports tab provides an explanation of various tools and concepts that may be useful 
for the operator based on information entered in each of the other tabs. Boxes for buy/sell 
agreements, option agreements, estate exclusions, “sweat equity” bonuses, life insurance, 
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business entity, farm rental, estate planning, feasibility, inactive heirs, ownership transfer and 
professional help are displayed. Information is presented based on whether inactive heirs will 
inherit farm assets, income is needed from the farm for retirement, how long the successor will 
be involved on the farm before taking over, and the value of the estate as it currently exists. 
Figure 4.15 shows the format of the reports tab as well as messages that appear regardless of user 
entries. 
A “sweat equity” bonus is suggested if the successor will be farming with the operator for 
some length of time before the operator retires to reward the successor for years of service and 
value added to the operation beyond that of other heirs. A “sweat equity” bonus would provide a 
greater share of farm assets to the successor as compared to inactive heirs based on number of 
years active in the operation. It may assist the successor in obtaining a majority ownership in the 
operation, compensate the successor for assuming risk associated with farming, as well as 
demonstrate commitment to ensuring farm resources remain available to the successor. The 
concept of renting farm assets to the successor to provide the operator with income for retirement 
and then passing assets on through the estate to allow them to receive a step up in basis is also 
discussed. 
An option agreement and buy/sell agreement are described if the user indicates that 
inactive heirs will inherit farm assets. First right of refusal, rental terms, and sale terms are 
discussed in association with option agreements as tools to assist in structuring the working 
relationship and transactions between the successor and inactive heirs. A buy/sell agreement is 
described as a tool which could be used to organize the buyout of inactive heirs if they wish to 
sell their interests but the successor considers those assets necessary for farm operation. A 
buy/sell agreement could also be beneficial in facilitating ownership transfer based on triggering 
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events, such as the retirement, death, divorce, or disability of another owner. Life insurance is 
described as a possible tool for funding a buyout of inactive heirs or as a way to generate non-
business inheritance for inactive heirs. A list of expenses to consider when determining life 
insurance requirements is also included. A note on the importance of communication regarding 
the way in which assets will be held between active and inactive heirs is included to stress the 
importance of clear goals, operational structure, and understanding. 
If the value of the estate is greater than the exclusion amount for one person, a message 
appears stating that it may be advisable to title assets to take advantage of the full exclusion 
amount available to both the husband and wife. A marital trust may also be used to ensure that 
the spouse does not have to pay an estate tax when the first spouse dies. If the value of the estate 
is greater than the exclusion amount for a couple, a message appears indicating it may be 
advisable to reduce the size of the estate, though valuation and tax implications from sale of 
assets still exist. In these cases, gifting part of the estate may be beneficial. If the value of the 
estate is above the exclusion, the possibility of changing the business entity to something other 
than a sole proprietorship is introduced. Changing the business entity or creating multiple entities 
and gifting shares to the heirs may be useful in discounting the value of the business because of 
reduced marketability resulting from having multiple owners. This could also be a practical 
method of limiting liability. The importance of working with an attorney to effectively form and 
implement an estate plan is discussed in the estate planning note. 
The section on feasibility shows a message regarding the practical ability of the business 
to meet the income expectations of the operator and successor. A message appears stating 
whether or not the farm has an adequate asset base to generate the income necessary to support 
multiple families based on entered values. A statement is also shown stating if the farm has 
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produced enough income on average to meet income and equity needs entered in the transition 
tab. If the user indicates a goal of increasing successor ownership of the operation in the 
transition tab, a message regarding method of ownership transfer appears in the reports tab. 
Regardless of answers in previous sections, a note about the importance of including a 
team of professionals to ensure that the succession plan is implemented is included. A team of 
professionals comprised of consultants, accountants, and attorneys familiar with the farm and 
family can provide more detailed options specifically targeted to the goals of those involved. 
Mediators, insurance agents, and bankers may also be able to assist with succession plans. This 
plan assumes that a professional must be included at some point, particularly with regard to 
estate planning. 
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4.9 Figures 
Figure 4.1 Succession Tool Flow Chart 
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Figure 4.2 Information Tab 
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Figure 4.3 Historical Financial Information, Financial Tab 
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Figure 4.4 Balance Sheet, Financial Tab 
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Figure 4.5 Income Statement, Financial Tab 
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Figure 4.6 Statements and Goals Text Boxes, Business Tab 
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Figure 4.7 Income and Ratio Trends, Business Tab 
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Figure 4.8 Net Farm Income and ROA/ROE, Business Tab 
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Figure 4.9 Annual Retirement Budget, Retirement Tab 
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Figure 4.10 Retirement Needs Calculation, Retirement Tab 
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Figure 4.11 Asset Distribution, Estate Tab 
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Figure 4.12 Estate Planning Checklist, Estate Tab 
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Figure 4.13 Successor Inclusion and Farm Needs, Transition Tab 
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Figure 4.14 Management and Ownership Transfer, Transition Tab 
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Figure 4.15 Reports Tab 
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5 RESULTS 
Three FBFM farms containing data for all years considered were identified as meeting 
the criteria for the prototypical succession planning farm. The information for each farm was 
further developed into a farm succession scenario using farm attributes identified as typical in the 
literature. Each farm’s information was then entered into the succession planning tool to 
demonstrate potential outcomes. Operator age for succession scenarios ranged from 54 to 67 
with varying levels of net worth. Only information directly related to succession outcomes was 
entered for the prototypic cases. Textbox information, such as mission statement and goals, were 
not entered. The same asset values were used for all scenarios of the asset distribution model for 
demonstrative purposes of how income and net worth affect tax implications. The same values 
for successor income and equity expectations were also used in approximating gross income and 
asset base needs to show the impact of operator retirement needs and the farm’s historical 
performance on succession feasibility. The tool allows the user to evaluate the sensitivity of 
calculated amounts by changing input values. 
5.1 Case 1 Outcomes 
The first case considered was the farm of a 54 year old operator with a 25 year old 
successor. In the developed scenario the operator intends to retire at age 66. There are two 
inactive heirs that must be considered in the formation of an estate plan. The operator’s 2009 net 
worth was $5,358,020 with $490,000 in retirement savings.  
Business tab ratio and income trends calculated from information in the financial tab and 
illustrated by figure 5.1 show that the farm’s average net farm income is above the FBFM 
average for the 50 to 64 age group in every year except one for 2003 through 2009 and the 
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farm’s ROE is greater than ROA in every year information is entered. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 
illustrate the net farm income and ROA/ROE comparisons for this operation. Net farm income 
should be at or above average and ROE should be greater than ROA to show that the business is 
profitable and therefore more likely to achieve a successful transition.  
Values entered in the financial tab balance sheet are displayed again in the retirement tab 
for ease of reference when planning retirement savings and budget needs. The annual retirement 
budget was used to record anticipated income throughout retirement. Figure 5.4 shows the 
entered values and calculations for retirement savings needs for the first transition case. When 
calculating retirement needs, a default inflation rate of 3% was used. Twenty years was entered 
for expected number of retirement years. The farmer’s average pre-retirement income was 
$165,033 with 80% entered as the amount of pre-retirement income needed, meaning the farmer 
will need approximately $132,027 each year of retirement. In the developed transition scenario’s 
retirement budget, $65,000 will come from non-retirement account sources. The remainder of 
income needs must come from retirement savings or income and source expectations must be 
adjusted. The operator’s current retirement savings are $490,000 and should be worth $1,537,830 
at retirement given that the farmer has 12 years until retirement and expects a 6% rate of return 
on retirement savings. The total retirement savings needed based on entered information is 
$1,801,030 so $48,314 will have to be saved each year until retirement to achieve the necessary 
savings. The retirement savings table shown in figure 5.5 depicts how yearly savings 
requirements change with various rates of return on savings and percentage of pre-retirement 
income necessary for retirement given the entered timeframes and current savings. For example, 
if the user were to require 77% of pre-retirement income and received a 4% rate of return on 
savings, yearly savings of $45,913 would be necessary. 
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Entries and calculations for the estate tab are shown in figure 5.6. Information entered by 
the user in the estate tab indicates that inactive heirs will not inherit farm assets. The value of the 
estate is calculated by subtracting total liabilities from total assets as entered in the balance sheet. 
The estate value for this farm is $5,358,020, resulting in estate tax concerns at the Illinois level 
and federal level. An estimated taxable retirement income of $53,500 is entered from the 
retirement budget. The entered values for original asset value, fair market value of the asset, and 
basis are $500,000, $750,000, and $400,000, respectively. The potential impacts of gifting, 
selling, or bequeathing the asset are calculated based on the entered values and 2011 tax levels. 
The possible taxes resulting from gifting or bequeathing the asset are $413,330 while the 
potential tax impact of selling the asset is $498,330 if it is personal property and $483,330 if the 
asset is a capital gain item. These values are merely potential tax impact for the farmer and do 
not take into account valuation and basis implications for the asset recipient. Also, the stepped up 
basis noted as a result of bequeathing an asset is the fair market value. Land may be valued using 
the IRC Sec. 2032A special land use valuation if certain criteria are met, resulting in a reduced 
value. The tax calculations show that from a tax minimization objective, it is less advisable to 
sell assets that have appreciated in value and it may be beneficial to the heir if they receive the 
asset through the estate rather than as a gift. However, in this farm case the high value of the 
estate may warrant forgoing some immediate tax considerations to reduce the overall value of the 
estate. The operator’s net worth is above the Illinois estate exclusion for a couple and the federal 
estate exclusion for one person.  
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 display the transition tab information for this farm transition scenario. 
It is stated in the transition tab that the successor will be involved in the operation for 12 years 
before the current operator retires and income from the farm will have to support multiple 
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families post-retirement. Based on the operator’s retirement budget, $30,000 in farm income is 
expected by the older generation for retirement. The successor’s expectations of $42,000 in farm 
income needs as well as an estimated $15,000 for equity growth are entered in the spreadsheet. 
User income expectations are summed and divided by the farm’s average net farm income from 
operations ratio to get an approximate gross farm income of $189,281 needed. The estimated 
gross farm income necessary divided by farm’s average asset turnover ratio to determine the 
approximate asset base necessary to make enough farm income is $2,257,902. User entered 
information in the transition tab shows that the operator currently owns all of the resources used 
on the farm but the successor shares some of the management responsibilities. Categories the 
farm does not have an interest in, such as livestock, are left blank. The successor’s ability to 
manage each aspect of the farm is ranked on a scale of 1 to 5 with a higher number 
corresponding to a greater level of competence. The successor in this farm scenario received a 
ranking of three or higher in every category. The user enters percentage goals for ownership 
division by the time they retire in addition to entering the current division of ownership in the 
business. The farmer wishes to reduce ownership in crop production, machinery, and inventory 
by retirement in this farm scenario. In order to achieve the desired level of ownership, 4% of 
ownership in crops and machinery should be transferred per year while 8% of ownership in 
inventory should be transferred each year until retirement.  
The reports tab as shown in figure 5.9 offers information based on entered data and 
calculations in the previous tabs. A note on the possibility of using a “sweat equity” bonus to 
compensate the successor for years of service and value added to the operation is included 
because the user indicated the successor would be involved in the farm operation for 12 years 
prior to the operator’s retirement. A message is displayed stating that the value of the estate is 
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above the exclusion amount for a couple and it may be advisable to reduce the size of the estate 
though valuation and tax implications still exist. A tax professional is recommended to determine 
what is best for the specific needs of the family and the operation. Since there will be inactive 
heirs to consider, the possibility of using life insurance as a tool to  generate non-farm 
inheritance is included. However, it is noted that this may be an option that is difficult to cash 
flow. Changing the type of business entity away from sole proprietorship and transferring shares 
of ownership now is suggested as a method of reducing the value of the business due to reduced 
marketability from having multiple owners. Rent is presented as a possible way for the operator 
to receive income from the farm without having to be involved in the farm operation after 
retirement. The feasibility box indicates that this farm has a sufficient asset base to achieve the 
income necessary to support multiple families and has an average gross farm income greater than 
the amount needed to support multiple families based on information entered in the business, 
retirement, and transition tabs. Methods for transferring ownership to the successor are 
mentioned as the user indicated a goal of increasing successor ownership before retirement. Also 
included in the reports tab is information stating the importance of estate planning and utilizing 
professionals, such as financial advisors and attorneys, when constructing a succession plan. 
5.2 Case 2 Outcomes 
The second farm scenario developed for the succession tool presents the information of a 
59 year old farmer with a 25 year old successor. The operator intends to retire at age 70. The 
2009 net worth of the operator was $1,340,348 and the farmer does not have any savings set 
aside for retirement. This farm case has one inactive heir.  
Figure 5.10 shows the ratio and net farm income trends for the second farm transition 
case. Historical farm information entered in the financial tab and calculated in the business tab 
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shows that this farm’s net farm income is below the average net farm income of similar Illinois 
farms from 2003 to 2009 except in 2006 and 2009 as shown in figure 5.11. However, the ROE is 
greater the ROA every year except 2003 and 2005 as depicted in figure 5.12. The net farm 
income trend could indicate some profitability issues on the operation but could also be a result 
of how the farm’s income is managed for tax purposes. ROE trending higher than ROA in recent 
years is a positive indicator of profitability. 
 Balance sheet information indicates that the farmer does not have savings invested for 
retirement. Figure 5.13 shows the retirement savings needs calculations for this farm case. The 
operator will need $81,475 per year for retirement if 85% is entered as the amount of pre-
retirement income needed based on projected retirement expenses. The operator in this scenario 
relies more heavily on income from other sources, such as the farm, for retirement income. 
Consequently, if there is a 6% rate of return, the farmer will have to save approximately $2,647 
per year for the next 11 years to make up the difference between income expectations from other 
sources and desired level of retirement income. Figure 5.14 of the retirement savings table shows 
that the user could potentially have sufficient retirement account savings with the entered 
timeframe and current retirement budget if only 83% of pre-retirement income is necessary. 
 Information in the estate tab notes that there are two heirs that must be considered and the 
inactive heir will inherit farm assets. The value of the estate as calculated from the balance sheet 
is $1,340,348. The estate value is below the federal and state exclusion amount so estate taxes 
are not a concern given current legislation. However, the operator’s estimated taxable retirement 
income is $63,500, leading to a federal income tax rate of 15% and Illinois income tax of 5 
percent. If an asset that was purchased for $500,000 is sold for its fair market value of $750,000 
and has a basis of $400,000, there are currently no estate or gift tax concerns but there is the 
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possibility of $85,000 in taxes resulting from the sale if the asset is considered a personal 
property item or $70,000 if the asset is a capital gains item. Gifting the asset would decrease the 
size of the estate, but based on the entered information there is no tax incentive to reduce the 
estate value. Giving the asset to the heir would also remove the chance of obtaining a step up in 
basis. The values of this farm scenario’s asset distribution case are displayed in figure 5.15. 
 Transition tab information, as shown in figures 5.16 and 5.17, indicates the operation in 
this scenario will have to support multiple families and the successor will be involved with the 
operation for five years before the older generation retires. The retirement budget indicates that 
the operator expects $45,000 in farm income during retirement. User entered information shows 
that the successor anticipates needing $42,000 in farm income and $15,000 is expected to be 
needed for equity growth. The sum of income and equity expectations is divided by the 
operations average net farm income from operations ratio and an estimated $403,730 in gross 
farm income is needed. Dividing the gross farm income by the farm’s average asset turnover 
ratio provides the asset base necessary to produce adequate income. The approximate asset base 
necessary for this succession case is $1,818,279. This operation does not have livestock to be 
transferred and given that the successor is not yet involved on the farm, all aspects of the farm 
are owned and operated by the older generation. The successor in this transition scenario ranks a 
two or three in current ability to manage each portion of the farm, suggesting a lower level of 
preparedness to take over the farm at this time. The operator wishes to reduce ownership interest 
in crop production, machinery, and inventory while maintaining full ownership of land and 
buildings. If an incremental transfer of farm ownership is what the family wants, the operator 
will have to transfer 20% of machinery ownership, 15% of inventory ownership, and 10% of 
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ownership in crop production per year after the successor joins the operation to achieve 
ownership goals by retirement. 
 The reports tab presents several succession concepts as a result of information provided 
in other sections of the tool. The possibility of providing a “sweat equity” bonus to the successor 
is presented as a method of compensation to the heir for time spent working on the farm and a 
way to provide the heir with majority ownership due to active farm participation. The use of 
buy/sell and option agreements is presented as a way to structure the business relationship 
between active and inactive heirs. These agreements could be used to structure rental and sale 
terms if an heir does not wish to participate in the business or trigger a buyout based on 
predetermined terms if a triggering event, such as divorce or disability, occurs. Life insurance is 
mentioned as a means of generating inheritance for inactive heirs with the disclaimer that it may 
be an expensive option. The estate exclusion of the report generates a message for this set of 
circumstances stating that the value of the estate is below the exclusion amount. Therefore the 
involved parties should discuss what they want to happen regarding ownership and succession 
decisions given income constraints and business goals. Rent is listed as a way of providing 
income to the operator after retirement. Although estate taxes are not a current concern of the 
business, renting assets to the successor and distributing them through the estate would allow the 
assets to receive a step up in basis or possibly special valuation thereby reducing the potential tax 
burden to heirs. The report area for feasibility states that the operation has the estimated asset 
base necessary to generate the gross income needed but has not historically produced the 
approximate gross income calculated as sufficient to support multiple families based on entered 
expectations. The reports section is concluded with notes on the importance of estate planning, 
incorporating the help of professionals when setting up a succession plan, methods for 
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transferring ownership to the successor, and communication regarding the way in which the 
operation will function when owned by active and inactive heirs. A copy of the reports tab 
produced for this farm transition case is shown in figure 5.18. 
5.3 Case 3 Outcomes 
The final prototypic case entered into the succession planning tool was the information 
for a 66 year old farmer with a 33 year old successor. The anticipated retirement age for the 
operator is 70. The operator’s net worth was $2,442,601 in 2009 with $69,223 in retirement 
savings. There are two inactive heirs to be considered in the presented transition case. 
Farm data entered in the financial tab and displayed in the business tab shows the farm’s 
net income has averaged above that of FBFM farms of similar type in the 65 and older age group 
every year from 2003 to 2009 except 2007 and 2009. ROE was greater than ROA for the 
operation in every year considered except 2003, 2005, and 2009. Ratio information is shown in 
figure 5.19 while net farm income and ROE/ROA trends for this farm are shown in figures 5.20 
and 5.21. Net farm income was negative in 2007 and both ROA and ROE were negative in 2009. 
The profitability of the business in recent years is varied. However, net farm income, ROA, and 
ROE all decreased for FBFM farms similar in structure and operator age to the farm in this 
example in 2009. Profitability variation in other years may indicate a need to further examine 
potential areas of weakness in the business. 
The balance sheet shows that the operator has $2,582,218 in total assets with $69,233 in 
retirement savings. There are $139,617 in current liabilities with no noncurrent liabilities. If the 
farmer wants to have 85% of pre-retirement income for retirement, $77,154 will be needed each 
year of retirement. Retirement budget information shows the operator will not rely heavily on 
retirement savings, but will use other income sources for the majority of retirement income 
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needs. The retirement calculations depicted in figure 5.22 show that approximately $10,435 will 
have to be saved each year until retirement if the farmer anticipates needing retirement income 
for 15 years, a 3% inflation rate, and 6% rate of return. The retirement savings table shows that if 
the operator were to only receive a 4% rate of return on savings but still wanted to receive 85% 
of pre-retirement income $10,782 per year would need to be saved in retirement accounts to meet 
needs of the entered budget. This is illustrated in figure 5.23. 
Operator intentions in the estate tab shown in figure 5.24 indicate inactive heirs will 
inherit farm assets in this transition case. The estimated taxable retirement income for this 
operator is $47,000. The estate value is $2,442,601, putting the farm above the Illinois estate 
exclusion limit for one person but not a married couple filing jointly. Sale of an asset with an 
original value of $500,000, currently worth $750,000, with a basis of $400,000 could potentially 
generate $70,000 in taxes if it is a capital gains item or $85,000 in taxes if the asset is personal 
property given the entered information. If assets are titled between the operator and spouse to 
take advantage of the estate exclusion available to each, there are no estate taxes for any method 
of transferring the asset. Basis implications for the recipient of the asset still exist if the asset is 
given to an heir as opposed to being passed on through the estate. 
The transition tab information shown in figures 5.25 and 5.26 indicate that the operator 
has four years before planning to retire, the successor will have been active on the farm for 14 
years before taking over, and farm income will be needed by both the operator and successor. 
Successor income expectations of $42,000, equity growth needs of $15,000, and post-retirement 
operator needs of $25,000 per year mean that the farm will need approximately$354,376 in gross 
farm income based on the operation’s average net farm income from operations ratio. 
Approximately $2,005,106 in assets will be necessary to generate the needed level of income. 
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The division of management is varied between successor and operator with the operator in 
charge of 25% of the livestock, 70% of production, 75% of marketing, 80% of financial 
decisions, 25% of equipment, and 50% of land. The successor’s competency to successfully run 
each aspect of farm management is rated three or higher. Operation ownership is also varied 
between the farmer and successor with the farmer owning 30% of the livestock, 75% of crop 
production, 50% of the machinery, 100% of the buildings, 50% of the inventory and 75% of the 
land in the operation. Ten percent of livestock, 8% of crop production, 17% of machinery, and 
13% of inventory ownership should be transferred each year in order to reach the desired balance 
of ownership between the farmer and successor by retirement. 
Reports tab information for this operation includes notes on “sweat equity” bonuses, 
option agreements, buy/sell agreements, estate exclusion, life insurance, rent, feasibility, estate 
planning, and professionals as shown in figure 5.27. A “sweat equity” bonus is suggested as a 
way for the farmer to give an extra portion of assets to the successor in recognition of extra work 
done on the farm over the years and as a way to ensure the active heir has majority ownership of 
the business. Option agreements are listed as a potential method of establishing rental and sale 
terms for active and inactive heirs while buy/sell agreements could be used to organize the 
buyout of inactive heirs or provide a contingency plan for unexpected events, such as disability 
or death. Life insurance is also mentioned as a possible source for generating non-farm 
inheritance for inactive heirs. Retaining ownership of assets and renting them to the successor is 
discussed as a potential source of retirement income for the operator while allowing the heirs to 
receive them through the estate with a stepped up basis. The estate exclusion box notes that the 
estate value is greater than the Illinois exclusion for one person and it may be beneficial to 
ensure that assets are titled in such a manner that both individuals can take advantage of the full 
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estate exclusion available to them. The feasibility section notes that the operation has a sufficient 
asset base to generate the necessary gross farm income as calculated in the transition tab and its 
average gross farm income is above the estimated required gross farm income. A note on 
ownership transfer to the successor is included as information in the transition tab indicates an 
intention of increased successor ownership. The importance of communication with active and 
inactive heirs to promote understanding and unity regarding the future of the business is 
highlighted in the note on inactive heirs. Suggestions of professionals to include in the 
succession planning process are included in the professional team section. Working with an 
attorney to successfully construct and implement an estate plan tailored to the needs of the 
family and farm is stressed in the section on estate planning.  
5.4 Discussion of Results 
 The first case presented is one with a net worth higher than the Illinois estate exclusion 
for a couple, creating incentive to reduce the size of the estate to avoid an estate tax. An attorney 
or tax advisor may suggest reducing the size of the estate through gifts of less than $13,000 per 
year to recipients to avoid the need to file a gift tax return. However, the value of most 
percentage ownership change per year goals will exceed this $13,000 yearly threshold. Changing 
the form of business entity from sole proprietorship to one in which shares may be given to heirs, 
thereby creating multiple owners and reducing the value of the business through reduced 
marketability may be advised. A marital trust may be used to avoid estate tax for the surviving 
spouse given the lack of portability of Illinois estates. The farm has been profitable over time and 
should be able to meet the income and equity expectations of the operator and successor post-
retirement with the asset base it currently possesses. The operator’s retirement savings and 
incentive to reduce net worth to avoid estate tax allow flexibility in planning the transfer of 
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ownership. Calculations for ownership transfer required per year until retirement are provided 
based on the assumption that ownership will be transferred in equal increments. Transferring 
ownership gradually can spread out tax consequences, cash flow needs of the successor if 
purchasing part of the farm, and can create flexibility given the uncertainty of future legislation 
and farm yields and prices.  
 The second farm scenario entered into the succession tool has the lowest net worth of the 
three cases considered and no reported retirement savings. There is no motivation to reduce the 
size of the estate for tax purposes given current estate tax legislation. The farm’s trend of net 
income below that of similar farms raises a profitability concern. However, ROA and ROE 
measures indicate that the operation is profitable. Calculations indicate the farm has the asset 
base necessary to earn the gross farm income to support the income and equity needs of the 
involved parties but its average gross income is less than the amount necessary to meet income 
expectations. Operational restructuring of assets or changes in income expectations may be 
necessary to make succession feasible. Inactive heirs receipt of farm assets in this succession 
scenario bring up discussion of possible use of option agreements and buy/sell agreements to set 
up the working relationship between active and inactive heirs as well as provide a viable way for 
the inactive heirs to sell their ownership share should they choose to do so. The successor has not 
yet returned to the farm and currently does not have the ability to successfully manage all aspects 
of the farm indicating a need for professional development and communication regarding the 
commitment of the successor to return to the farm. 
 The third case considered has a net worth greater than the estate exemption for one 
person in Illinois but not a couple. The operator and spouse would benefit from making certain 
assets are titled in such a way to allow them each to utilize the full exclusion amount available to 
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them. A marital trust may be used to ensure the surviving spouse does not owe estate taxes upon 
the death of the first spouse. Farm profitability appears to have fluctuated over time indicating 
that further business analysis may be needed to address any business practices that negatively 
impact the farm’s future viability. As with the first farm case, the farm holds sufficient assets to 
meet successor and operator retirement needs and has produced enough gross income on average 
to meet expectations under the entered set of circumstances. The successor has been involved on 
the farm for several years and is rated as well-prepared to manage the farm when the operator 
retires. Ownership of farm assets by inactive heirs brings up the need for option and buy/sell 
agreements to promote the sustainability of the farm as well as provide a level of fairness to all 
heirs. 
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5.5 Figures 
Figure 5.1 Case 1 Farm Trends and Comparisons  
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Figure 5.2 Case 1 Farm Income Trends 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Case 1 ROA & ROE Trends 
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Figure 5.4 Case 1 Retirement Needs Calculation 
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Figure 5.5 Case 1 Yearly Retirement Savings Necessary 
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Figure 5.6 Case 1 Asset Distribution 
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Figure 5.7 Case 1 Successor Inclusion and Farm Needs 
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Figure 5.8 Case 1 Management and Ownership Transfer 
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Figure 5.9 Case 1 Reports Tab 
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Figure 5.10 Case 2 Farm Trends and Comparisons 
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Figure 5.11 Case 2 Farm Income Trends 
   
 
Figure 5.12 Case 2 ROA & ROE Trends 
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Figure 5.13 Case 2 Retirement Needs Calculation 
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Figure 5.14 Case 2 Yearly Retirement Savings Necessary 
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Figure 5.15 Case 2 Asset Distribution 
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Figure 5.16 Case 2 Successor Inclusion and Farm Needs 
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Figure 5.17 Case 2 Management and Ownership Transfer 
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Figure 5.18 Case 2 Reports Tab 
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Figure 5.19 Case 3 Farm Trends and Comparisons 
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Figure 5.20 Case 3 Farm Income Trends 
   
 
Figure 5.21 Case 3 ROA & ROE Trends 
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Figure 5.22 Case 3 Retirement Needs Calculation 
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Figure 5.23 Case 3 Yearly Retirement Savings Necessary 
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Figure 5.24 Case 3 Asset Distribution 
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Figure 5.25 Case 3 Successor Inclusion and Farm Needs 
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Figure 5.26 Case 3 Management and Ownership Transfer 
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Figure 5.27 Case 3 Reports Tab 
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Summary 
The objective of this research is to identify attributes characteristic of a farm likely to 
undertake succession planning and establish a succession planning framework to assist the 
succession planning process. Establishment of succession planning steps and potential 
succession outcomes are included in conjunction with the development of a succession tool. The 
work in this thesis is meant to be built on the goals and objectives that most commonly motivate 
succession planning for a family. The succession planning tool is intended to serve as a platform 
for gathering objective information needed to make subjective decisions. The intended user of 
this research is an advisor working with a farm family to establish the feasibility and intended 
outcomes of succession.  
  Succession planning is the integration of many factors, particularly business, estate, and 
retirement planning. While there is little research focused on the entire process related to 
transition planning, there are studies regarding particular elements of farm succession as well as 
the demographics of farms likely to form a succession plan. Most studies specifically devoted to 
succession planning focus on conflict arising from intergenerational transfer. Surveys have found 
that most farmers wish to pass the farm on to the next generation (Finck, 2010). However, most 
farmers retain at least some ownership in the farm until death (Kimhi & Lopez, 1999). Utilizing 
the help of professionals, such as financial planners and attorneys, to ease the transition process 
as well as help preserve family relationships is encouraged by several authors (Branan, 2009; 
Jones, 2005; Spafford, 2006). 
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 This thesis incorporates benchmark and farm needs suggestions presented by Jones 
(2005). Areas of operator withdrawal from the farm are developed from the manner in which 
farmers phase out of the business as described by Keating and Munro (1989). Succession 
planning steps and special considerations are included based on succession information 
presented by Jones (2005) and Spafford (2006). The succession planning tool is intended for the 
prototypical farm transition scenario as developed based on common characteristics of farms 
identified in the data. It is targeted towards large, commercial grain farms with high net worth. 
The tool developed for this thesis is not intended for small or specialty farms and only allows for 
one successor. The transition steps in this research include identifying a successor, determining if 
succession is feasible given the current state of the business, developing a business plan for 
moving forward, deciding the best way to implement succession measures based on retirement 
needs and estate considerations, and then carrying out those actions.  
The succession tool built for this research is a Microsoft Excel tool with tabs for general 
information, financial information, business planning, retirement planning, estate planning, and 
transition planning culminating in a report section that discusses various concepts relevant to the 
succession process. The general information tab provides a space to document operator and 
successor information. The financial tab provides space for the user to enter historical farm 
financial information as well as complete a balance sheet and income statement. The business 
plan tab includes space for business goal-setting, net farm income and ratio trend analysis. The 
retirement planning tab contains a balance sheet, retirement budget, and savings model for 
determining yearly retirement savings requirements. The estate planning section includes an 
asset distribution model to show the potential tax impact of gifting, selling, or bequeathing an 
asset, as well as a checklist of documents to be included when setting up an estate plan. The 
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transition plan tab of the tool asks the user to specify how long and in what capacity the 
successor will be involved on the farm before the operator retires. Space to calculate farm 
income and asset base needs, rate the successor’s current ability to manage farm activities, 
specify current division of management duties, and detail current and future division of farm 
ownership are also included in the transition section. The reports tab provides a brief description 
of buy/sell agreements, option agreements, estate exclusions, “sweat equity” bonuses, life 
insurance, farm rental, estate planning, business entity, feasibility, inactive heirs, ownership 
transfer, and professional assistance based on answers in other sections of the tool. 
Three FBFM cases were identified and developed into stylized succession scenarios to 
demonstrate the application of the developed tool.  Cases used were those of Illinois grain farms 
with net worth varied to show the implications of estate size and exemption limits when forming 
an estate plan and transitioning the farm. Each case had differing time frames, motivations, 
retirement savings, and expectations. Financial information from 2009 was entered into the 
succession planning tool for each succession scenario. 
The first case considered had a net worth over $5 million, sizeable retirement savings, 
and two inactive heirs. The second transition scenario presented a farmer with no retirement 
savings, net worth below the Illinois exclusion limit, and an inactive heir. The third farm case 
had a net worth greater than the Illinois estate exemption amount for one person, some retirement 
savings, and two inactive heirs. Length of successor involvement on the farm and successor 
competence varied with each farm scenario. Successor income and equity expectations in the 
transition tab, as well as asset values in the estate tab were left constant for each transition case 
to demonstrate the impact of farm performance and operator needs on succession outcomes. 
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The information entered and calculated in the succession tool for each case show that 
while values and objectives may change, the methods used to achieve succession goals often 
remain the same.  Plans and documents are used in different ways to achieve the desired result. 
The tool also demonstrates the integrated nature of business, retirement, and estate planning 
when forming a succession plan. 
6.2 Implications 
The research developed in this thesis demonstrates the complexity of succession planning 
and the individual nature of forming a plan for each business. This tool can be used to assist in 
establishing what a family setting up a succession plan wants to happen as well as areas of 
potential concern for business continuity. Of key importance is communication, finding adequate 
professional assistance the family is comfortable with, and periodic revision of the plan.  
6.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 
 As acknowledged, the succession planning framework developed in this research is not 
intended to be an exhaustive set of succession guidelines for all farms. Although ideas pertinent 
to all farms involved in succession planning are discussed, the application of this research is 
intended for Illinois commercial grain farms with a high net worth relative to other grain farms. 
The tool is meant to be applied to sole proprietorships whose operator is age 50 or older.  
Only two generations are considered in the formation of succession plans in this research. 
Given longer expected life spans, it is possible for three generations to be involved in a family 
farm and affected by succession. The research also only considers scenarios in which there will 
be one successor.  
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Research related to succession plan formation is difficult given the individual 
characteristics of operations and unique motivations of farm families. Research is further 
hampered by uncertainty regarding tax legislation that plays a role in motivating succession 
planning. Further succession planning research could include a model for implications of 
transferring an asset in differing years. Future research could also develop more transition 
scenarios for farms other than the prototypical case developed in this thesis to establish a more 
definitive and exhaustive set of succession guidelines. Scenarios beyond that of the typical 
succession case could include business entities other than sole proprietorships, other types of 
farms, or cases with more than one successor. Further research could also examine the resilience 
of succession plans to family shocks such as divorce or disability. 
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APPENDIX A 
Tables 
Table A.1 Number of Farms, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.2 Number of Farms, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.3 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Table A.4 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.5 Average Total Asset Value, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.6 Average Total Asset Value, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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Table A.7 Average Retirement Savings, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.8 Average Retirement Savings, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.9 Average Net Worth, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Table A.10 Average Net Worth, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.11 Average Net Farm Income, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.12 Average Net Farm Income, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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Table A.13 Percentage of Farmers by Age Group, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Table A.14 Percentage of Farmers by Age Group, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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APPENDIX B 
Figures 
Figure B.1 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure B.2 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.3 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 34 & Younger Age Group, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure B.4 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 35 to 49 Age Group, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.5 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 50 to 64 Age Group, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure B.6 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 65 and Older Age Group, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Figure B.7 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 34 and Younger Age Group, FBFM Sole Proprietorship 
Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure B.8 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 35 to 49 Age Group, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain 
Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Figure B.9 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 50 to 64 Age Group, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain 
Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure B.10 Average Asset Value by Type of Asset for 65 and Older Age Group, FBFM Sole Proprietorship 
Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
 
 
 
Figure B.11 Average Total Asset Value, All FBFM Farms, 2003-2009 
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Figure B.12 Average Total Asset Value, FBFM Sole Proprietorship Grain Farms, 2003-2009 
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APPENDIX C 
Succession Planning Microsoft Excel Tool 
The Microsoft Excel succession planning tool developed in conjunction with this research and 
presented in this thesis may be found in a supplemental file named succession.xlsm.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Basis- the original purchase price of an asset less depreciation, improvements, and other 
previous tax deductions 
 
Book value- the current value of an asset on a company’s balance sheet according to its 
accounting conventions 
 
Business entity/organization - the administrative, legal, and financial form a business takes 
based on desired management style; tax, transition, estate, liability, etc. objectives; and financing 
preferences 
 
Business plan- an analysis of how the business operates to identify ways to improve the strength 
of the business through the reduction of weaknesses and growth in potential areas of competition 
and opportunity 
 
Buy/sell agreement- a formal agreement facilitating ownership transfer based on triggering 
events; obligates business owner to buy all or a portion of the business upon the retirement, 
death, or disability of another owner 
 
Capital gains tax- tax on the increase in value of an asset when an asset’s selling price less its 
basis is greater than its original purchase price  
 
Corporation- business that can be classified as a C corporation or an S corporation and is a 
separate legal entity incorporated under state law that keeps the business distinctly separate from 
the owners 
 
Discounting- amount deducted from the selling price of a partial interest in an asset because it 
cannot be resold easily or because it represents a minority interest in the business 
 
Estate exclusion- the maximum estate value exempt from estate tax; federal and state exclusion 
amounts may differ 
 
Estate plan- strategy to transfer and distribute assets and business interests efficiently while 
minimizing estate taxes after death 
 
Estate tax- the transfer tax that the government assesses on a person’s right to transfer assets at 
the time of death; applies to taxable estates worth more than the applicable exclusion 
 
Fair market value- the amount that a purchaser may pay for an asset from a seller, neither being 
under any compulsion to buy or to sell and both having reasonable knowledge of the facts 
 
Fair vs. equal concept- the concept that all heirs should not be treated equally when considering 
division of business ownership and business assets due to differences in vested interests in the 
business, preferences in investment returns, and business continuity concerns 
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Family limited partnership- limited partnership in which partners must be family members 
 
Family security trust/bypass trust/family trust/credit shelter trust/exclusion trust/AB trust- 
used by married couples at the first death for asset protection, probate avoidance, estate tax 
savings, financial management, controlled and deferred distribution of income and principal 
 
General partnership- separate legal entity created by two or more people in which money and 
property are transferred to the partnership and liability is shared equally among all partners 
 
Gift tax- a transfer tax that is assessed by the government when the value of a gift exceeds both 
the annual gift tax exclusion and the applicable gift tax exclusion amount 
 
Income tax- annual charge on earned and unearned income 
 
Irrevocable life insurance trust- used to hold life insurance policies so that life insurance 
proceeds payable on death will not be part of probate estate or subject to estate taxes 
 
Irrevocable trust- a trust that cannot be terminated or modified by the grantor 
 
Joint tenancy- two or more owners have separate but undivided interests in property; owners 
have rights of survivorship and interest is distributed equally to other owners upon the death of 
an owner; if one joint tenant sells their interest, the new owner becomes a tenant in common with 
the other owners 
 
Life insurance (as a tool)- can be purchased to leave non-business asset inheritance to inactive 
heirs or to fund buyout of inactive heirs if business is left equally to all heirs 
 
Limited liability company (LLC)- business entity for liability protection created under state 
law by two or more people; requires articles of organization, an operating agreement, and a 
definite length of time that the business will exist; owners may choose whether the LLC will be 
taxed as a partnership or corporation 
 
Limited partnership- partnership which provides division of ownership and management 
through creation of general voting partners and limited non-voting partners, which have no 
control in the partnership but do have limited liability 
 
Mission statement- a current outline of the basic purpose of the business and summary of what 
is done, who it is done for, and how the business conducts itself 
 
Option agreement- contract between parties that allows one the right but not the obligation to 
buy or sell an asset sometime in the future 
 
Pour over trust- a revocable trust commonly used to plan for incapacity; funds may be used to 
assist the trustee and may be distributed to beneficiaries should the trustee become incapacitated; 
trust terminates at the death of the donor/trustee and assets go back to the estate and must go 
through probate 
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Pour over will- document used with a living trust to transfer assets into the trust at the death of 
the owner 
 
Private annuities/self-cancelling installment notes- asset is sold to successor, which removes it 
from the estate, and the note (or annuity) is canceled at the death of the out-transfer generation so 
the replacing asset (note/annuity) is effectively removed from the estate 
 
Probate- a court proceeding in which the court reviews a will, assets are inventoried, notice is 
published inviting creditors to make claims, legitimate creditors are paid, and the balance is 
distributed to the persons named in the will 
 
Retirement plan- strategy for out-transfer generation to meet financial needs based on projected 
living expenses, length of life, and retirement goals such as travel or a new business venture 
 
Return on assets- measure of the profitability of a business; net farm income less interest 
expense less the value of operator labor and management, divided by the farm asset base 
 
Return on equity- measure of the wealth of a business; net farm income less the value of 
operator labor and management, divided by the farm equity 
 
Revocable trust- a trust that can be terminated or modified by the grantor  
 
Sole proprietorship- business owned and controlled by one person; limited to the life of the 
owner and the individual is liable for all debts and obligations  
 
Special land use/IRC Sec. 2032A valuation- used to value farmland as farmland, usually 
establishing a productive value that is less than the fair market value 
 
Succession/transition- systematic transfer of labor, income, ownership and management to 
business successor while ensuring that the business has the resources to continue for multiple 
generations 
 
Tenancy in common- two or more owners have separate but undivided interest in property; 
ownership interests do not have to be equal and can be transferred to another person 
 
Testamentary trust- a trust that becomes effective upon death, the provisions of which are 
usually contained in a will 
 
Trust- created when one holds property for the benefit of another and specifies the powers and 
duties of the trustee, the rights of the beneficiaries, and any rights retained by the grantor; used 
for such purposes as providing support for spouses and children, protecting assets from creditors, 
and avoiding probate 
 
Vision statement- a long-term expression of the goals for the future of a business often 
reflecting core values and characteristics of the business 
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Will- a document that transfers property at a person’s death to designated persons; becomes 
effective only upon the death of its maker and affects only property owned by a person at his or 
her death that does not transfer automatically to another 
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